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Voreword

This manual presents suggested activities for promoting the acquisition

of improved skills of communication and processing information as well as the

amelioration of deficits of four-vear-old culturally disadvantaged children in

ten areas of psycholinguistic abilities or communication processes. These

processes are largely derived from the Osgood (1957) clinical model and gener-

ally form the basis upon which the Iilinis Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities

(ITPA) was constructed. The test of memory, however, is derived from the

Wepman Model (Wepman, Jones, Bock, and Pelt, 1960).

Visual closure is included in this manual as one of the ten communication

processes although it is not measured by the experimental edition of the ITU.

The I'M. is useful in delineating strengths and weaknesses of a child

in nine psycholinguistic abilities. The ftve major processes that make

up the language model are essentially (1) understanding (decoding), (2) deter-

mining relationships (association), (3) closure (integration), (14) expressing

ideas (encoding), and (5) memory.

Specifically the ITPA is made up of the following nine subtests:

The Auditory Decoding Test assessea how well the

child understands spoken language.

The Visual Desselalgua measures bar well a child can

understand what he sees.

The Auditory Vocal Association Test determines how well

the child can relate elements of spoken language and

respond vocally with the appropriate answer.

le Visual-Motor Association Test taps the child's ability

to relate symbols presented through visual channels.
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The Vocal Encodin, Test determines how well the child

can express himself vocally regarding objects which be

sees and holds.

ittALt2atalselljaisat assesses bmw well the child can

express himself with gestures or motorically.

siTeluditsa-MEaLlatesakcast measures how well the

child has mastered the elementary grammatical.and syntact-

ical construction of laaguage.

leAt....ulitc2....)r-VocalTil Test assesses the child's

auditory memory.

The Visual Motor Se uential Test measures the child's

sequential visual memory.

Language is acquired through the auditory and visual channels and, in

turn, is expressed through the vocal or motor channels. A diagnostic profile

plotting the language age of the child on the nine subtests of the ITFA providc

the teacher with a remediation model that helps him become more acutely ware c

the language processes and reveals areas that need to be stressed to help the

child ameliorate possible deficits. It also helps the teacher map out appropri

ate activities that will elicit responses or processes that need to be develops

Likewise, it enables the teacher to identify the stroneest language processes h

may use to strengthen the weak areas. In addition, the model encourages the

teacher to continuously evaluate the child's strengths and weaknesses in the

language processes and develop a curriculum accordingly.

The curriculum for four-year-old culturally disadvantaged children in the

highly structured program of a research project directed by Karnes (1965-),PEor

which these activities were designed, is tailor-made to fit the individual chil

unique needs as they relate to bis specific deficits. It is one that promotes
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basic communication proce3sas as well as anowledge in the areas of mathematics,

language arts, social studies and science. The basic processes that are given

high priority in the curriculum are those of communication, since this is

often the area of greatest weakness. Presenting the materials through varied

contexts is felt not only to promote more effective and refined use of the psy-

cholinguistic processes, but also to facilitate the learning of content mater-

ials essential for developing a broad cognitive base upon which future learning

can be built.*

The purpose of this manual is to help teachers of disadvantaged children

become thoroughly familiar with certain types of activities that are believed

to promote the further development of and amelioratian of psycholinguistic abil-

ities. This manual is a guide not a curriculum for four-year-old culturally

disadvantaged children. It does not attempt to delineate the content of the

curriculum.

* The ratio of teachers to pupfis in the Karnes' Project is 1 to 5.
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Chapter I

AUDITORY DECODING

A. Following Verbal Directions

E. Questions Which Can Be Answered with Minimal

Verbal Encoding

C. Auditory Discriminat ion



. 1 .

I. AUDITORY DECODING

A. Activities Concerned with Following Directions (re-

quiring the least amount of verbal encoding)

1. ampitjautssims. Demonstrate First If Necessary

a) Use of body Parts. Start with singular only.

Later try plural and later still, mix singular
and plural randomly:

Touch your ear (eye, nose, head ...)

Touch yor7 ears (eyes, knee6, toes ...)

b) Music format. This may be done to music (Put

Your Finger in the Air).

c) Self introductions. Introduce the children
individually to themselves in a full length

mirror. "That is Gary Peel say 'Hello,

Gary.' Hold out your hand to the boy in the

mirror. What is he doing? Try putting your

hand on you47 head, on your shoulder, touch

your nose. Does he do everything you do?" Etc.

2. Use More Difficult Dtrections Which involve Other

gmapts (Color,-Oirection, Number, Etc.

a) Do as I say. A caller (usually the teacher at

first) lines the children up. "This morning,

boys and girls, I will see how well you can

follow directions. Listen carefully and do

just what my sentence tells you. I might ask

all of you to do the same thing OR I may call

just one name."

ALL: Stand on one foot behind your chair (in

front of, on...)

JOHN: Bring me a book, a piece of chalk, and

a pencil.

ALL: Jump three times and then clap your hands.

SUE: Put a yellow sheet of paper between two

red books.

ALL: Stretch up high, tounh your toes, and turn

around two times. Etc.



b) "Hidden" or'whispered directions.

1) malaglau..hoy. One child is chosen to be

the uessenger boy. The teacher whispers a

"message" to htm and he chooses a child to

receive the message. The messenger boy then

whispers the message to this child. Sample

messages: "Take off one shoe." "Turn around

three times." "Stand on one foot." etc. The

child who receives the uessage acts out the

request. The other children then guess out

loud what they thought the message was. When

the children master the game, they can make up

their own messages and the teacher will not be

needed. (Auditory decoding, motor encoding,

visual decoding.)

2) ALEY.2=22-1=- Tell your group, "I'm going to

tell you a story, but you have to listen very

closely because every cmce in a while, I'm going

to ask one of you to do something. Like this:

The bird was singtng in the tree and loa,

touch,your nosei .Are you ready? Once there

was a little boy naued Henry. One day his mother

said, 'Gary;stand up.'...No, sit down. I mean

Henry. Naw, Henry, listen to what I tell you.

'Smile, Darlene, smile.' . I need a loaf of

bread from the store and I want you to go to

the store for me. 'Gloria scratch your ear.'

Here is 25. Be sure to ..'Raile_your hand,

Maria' bring back fhe change. Henry was a

very careful boy and he did just what his mother

asked him to. But on the way home he saw a

friend and said, '219.y.:_skiLlsIghamda.'
,

'Hi, Joe.' While they were talking, he dropped

the money, but Joe helped him fiad it and away

'he went, taking the bread add money hone to'his

mother."

c) Directional games

1) Chia, Chin Chin. The children sit in a group

with the teacher facing them. The teacher starts

the game by pointing to her chin and saying,

"Chin, chin, chin," and then suddenly switching

and pointing to another feature such as her eye

but continuing to say,' thin." The children

must point to what the teacher vas and not to

what she points.
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2 Simon says. The teacher begins as Simon and

gives orders, "Simon says, 'Thumbs up.' Simon

says, 'Thumbs down." The children follow the

directions, If the teacher gives a direction

without starting with "Simon says," the children

are not supposed to follow the command. When

the children have mastered the game, the first

child to make a mistake may take the teacher's

place as Simon.

3) Silly relay. The children are divided into

three or four groups so that more children may

participate at a time. Everyday items are placed

in a line ahead of the relay raws. (Examples:

a chair, a hat, a mitten, an eraser, etc., de-

pending upon the complexity of the game.) The

first child in each row is given a command

series, "Sit on the chair. Put on fhe cap.

Take off the cap. Jump over the mitten." After

he completes the series he runs back to his team,

taps the next player in line, and goes to the

end of the line. The second in line is given a

different command series wtich has to do with

the same line of objects. Valk arcund the chair;

jump over the cap; put on the mitten; take off

the mitten." etc., until each child has had an

opportunity to perform a command series.

4) ,I say. The teacher begins as the captain and

faces the children. The teacher gives the

commands and when they fit his action, the

children must follow. For example, the cap-

tain says, "I say, touch your feet," and touches

his feet. The children must do the same. How-

ever, if the captain says, "I say, bedd over,"

and he raises his arms in the air, the children

must remain still arid not follow the command.

3. Directions Involved In Activities, Use of Materials, Etc

a) Paper folding. A large piece of construction paper

or newsprint can be divided into work areas by means

of the folding marks. The teacher says, "Pick up

one edge of the paper and bring it over to fhe other

edge. Hold it there while you press the paper fiat

with your other hand. Good. Now, take another edge

(that you haven't used) and bring it over to its

other side and then press it flat. Has everyone

done that? Naw, unfold the paper. You can see

four rectangles. We will use each space for these



designs." (Geometric shapes have been precut. The

children are now (greeted to select certain colored

shapes and assemble them in such a may as to have

an ice cream cone, a clown, balloons, etc.)

b) Decorating Christmas cookies. After tree-shaped

cookies have been frosted green by the children,

the decorations to be used are placed on the tables

in appropriate containers. Without decorating

a tree herself, the teacher gives instructions.

"Put a silver dot on the top point of the tree.

This will be a star for the top of your tree.

Put a red cinnamon dot at the end of each branch.

How many dots do you need? Put three chocolate

chips on the base of your tree. This will make

the stand." (An interesting sidelight here is

to decorate a second cookie by example only. The

teacher decorates a cookie in a certain way. With

no explanations she merely places her sample be-

fore the children and says, "Decorate your cookie

just like mine." This would provide an interesting

comparison in auditory and visual decoding.)

c) Easel_apC4istening Games, (by Mary F. Merwin.

Inc.,-rfig South Main Avenue,

Scranton 4, Pennsylvania. Also available from

Teachers Publishing Corporation, Darion,

Connecticut, 16820.) This set includes th:trty-

two easel games which are printed on a large

format and are suitable for use before a number

of children as a group activity and fifty-two

listening games which are printed on An 81/2" x 11"

format and are completed by an individual child.

In many instances, a lesson which was performed

by the group at the easel is subsequently re-done

in a smaller format by each child at his desk.

Example: "Hold up your red crayon. Keep your

red crayon and color one truck red, any one."

(Continue until all trucks and then all cars

have been colored different colors.) "Touch your

red truck. That one must stop. Color the light

in front of that truck red. The red light is at

the top." Etc.

d) FrsistiA.Visual_perceRti.on .program, (Follett

PliBITIEUTTBEinny;-eacago, Illinois.) Although

the major emphasis of these exercises would be

in the visual and motor areas (visual decoding,

visual closure, visual-motor association, visual-

motor sequential), it is important to note fhat
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the directions are most often given orally by

the teacher. Therefore, auditory decoding is a

requisite skill for successful completion of

the series.

B. Questions Which Can Be Answered ulth Minimal Verbal

Encoding

1. Yes-Noztimkt:Wiktstions Genera instructions:

"This morning I am going to read some sentences to

you. Listen carefully to fhe sentence and answer it

with either yes, no, or maybe."

a) Concerned with body image:

1. Cur feet are on the ends of our arms.

2. You have one head.

3. Your arm does not bend.

4. We are sitting down.

b) Concerned with Vhe immediate environuent:

1. The light is on.

2. The floor is moving.

3. We can pick up chairs.

c), Concerned with familiar classes or concepts (fruits,

animals, colors, seasons, number,weather, properties

of objects, etc.):

1. Grapes grow in bunches

2. Bananas are round.

3. A triangle has four sides.

4. Horses, cows, and ducks are four-legged animals.

5. A fish can walk.

6. An ice-cream cone is hot.

7. Bobby is the name of a boy.

8. Is mud good to eat?

9. Acorns grow on maple trees.

10. Leaves turn red and yellow in the

11. All apples are red.

12. People turn off their furnaces in

2. taeisk?m_s_.:4f,,

fall.

the fall.

a) Recall of items in sentences, short stories, etc,

For instance, the teacher says, uThis morning I



shall read some very short stories. Be a good

listener. When I finish a story, I shall ask

you some questions. If you can answer the

questions, then you are a good listener. Ready?"

1) calmefunisrin. We jump rope.

We play marbles and fly kites.

What time of the year is it? Name three

games we play in the spring.

2) Today it is raining.. We wear our raincoats

and hats. Our boots splash in the puddles.

We like the spring rain.

What kind of weather did I uention in the

story? What kind of clothes do we wear

when it rains?

3) I amababy bird. I live in a nest. I am

learning to fly. When I am big, I can sing.

Where did the baby bird live? What was it

learning.to do? What will it do when it is

a grown up bird? Pl..

4) Tell a short stax. Tell a story in which

children have to remember the specific colors

of objects:

There was once a boy named Jack. Jack

lived in a white house with his mother

and father. One day Jack's father brought

a dog home for Jack. The dog was brown.

One day Jack forgot to shut the big Etta
door and the dog ran away.

What was the color of Jack's house? What

color was the dog?..What color was the big

door?

b) Providing appropriate animal sounds or actions.

1) Aninullstorx. The teacher selects a story that

includes the names of familiar animals and that

entails a good deal of repetition of these

names. (The Little Red Hen is an example.) After

the children are seated and ready to listen,

the teacher gives each of them the name of

an animal that is in the story and tells them

how to "talk" like that animal. Whenever his

animal is mentioned in the story, the child must



make the sound of the animal.

2) Animal Talk,(A game by Mattel, Inc., Hawthorne,

Wifornia) The red barn with ite pull ring

Produces the sounds of twelve farm animals in a

random order. When the ring is pulled, the

child would respond vocally with the name of the

animal which makes that sound. Although the

auditory aspect of this game would remain a

constant, the response could be changed. A

visual response could be required by having the

child choose a picture of the correct animal. A

motor response could be required by having the

child act like the animal whose sound he had

heard. A more difficult associative response

could be required by having the child choose a

ielated picture, such as a bottle of milk to go

with the sound of a cow, a saddle to go with the

sound of a horse, an egg to go with the sound of

a chicken, etc.

c) Word omission. The teacher should develop the habit

of omitting words which either picture clues or the

logic of the material will enable the children to

supply. Example: Story Time. Peter Johnson and His

Guitar. These questions can be aeked after the first

reading of the book or--if the children are familiar

with the story--during a reading of the story. The

illustrations would help provide the answers.

Peter looked in the (barn).

He looked under the (table).

He looked behind the (door).

In the yard he met a (cat). Etc.

d) Detection and correction of incorrect or nanseneiteL

items.

1) Change my sencence. "Today I am going to say

some sentences with wrong or silly wordo in them.

Listen to the sentence and if you can change it

into sentence that makes sense, raise your

hand.

Water is dr/
Awn has a tail.
An ax is an animal.

Caws have four !Limit.

Jane is the name of a logor,

An apple is souare.
Ice is warm.

A pig can fix."Etc.



2) Jila_g_.z._.)outou.Somethi. The teacher explains,

"I'm going to tell you a silly story about

yourselves. Listen very carefully and when

you hear something silly, put your hand up.

Once upon a time, five children cAme to

school. Their names were Debbie, Tony

etc. They were all boys and they were all

fifty years old. Their teacher was an old

man named Grumry. ET7ery df.y the children

rode to school ou a horse. When they got

to school, they put on thei- p.j.'s and went

to bed. When they woke up, they had supper.

Then they drew books on the ceiling aad took

them home. When school was over, a fire

engine came to get them."

3) What's wrong here? The teacher says, "I am

going to read you a story that has some mis-

takes or is funny. Odd things happen. If you

hear something that doesn't sound right, raise

your hand, and when the teacher calls on you,

tell us what is wrong with the story.

Once there was a farm right in the middle

of town...(If no one raises a hand, ask,

'Does anyone know what is wrong with that?

Farms are in the country, aren't they?...

Not in the middle of a town or.a eity.') So

now I'll read that the right way .... Once

there was a farm out kn the country. The

farmer and his wife had two children--

two girls and a boy. The farmer raised

cows, horses, sheep, goats, turkeys, chickens,

and pigs on the farm.

One winter day when it was snowing outdoors,

the farmer told his boy to put on his swimming,

suit and go out to feed the horses. When

Jimmy reached the barn and opened the door,

he could hear the horses calling him --

'Moo, Moo.' 'They must be very hungry,'

thought Jimmy as he rushed over to their stalls.

He gave them some hay to eat. He also fed

the other animals. Then he thought, 'I'll

check the chickens' nests and see if they

have laid any buttons because I sure do

like fried buttons for breakfast.



JimaT's father came out to the bara and they

bcgan t milk tha pip, After the milking was

done, Jimmy and his father could go into the

house and have their own breakfast. JImmy

always had atm milk for breakfast."

e) Riddle or rhyme format. Althoug e. there are many inex-

pensive and surtaole books of riddles What Am I?,

Golden "i)zess, New Yovk, 350; Riddles Riddles from

A to 2, Golden Press, Ntew York, 350, to list only two),

the teacher can more effectively use original riddles

which relate directly to the subject mstter being taught

1) Riddle of class. "I am thinking of a fruit that

has a smooth skin. It has a single stone or seed

in the center. It is juicy. It grows on a tree.

It is purple." etc. until children guess "plum."

Example: "I am thinking of a ehape that we often

see in buildings. It could be the shape of a brick.

It could be the shape of a cement block. It has

four sides. The four sides are not all the same

length." etc. until children guess "rectangle,"

Similar riddles can be made for colors, animals,

items of clothing and furniture, etc.

2) Isee somethiaga The teacher says, "I see

something. It is in this room. It is red and

it is on the little table. It is a square."

Then she calls on a child to tell yhat it is.

(k book.) This can be done with any object in

the room6f.1" As the children increase in skills

objects which are very familiar but are not

actually present can be used.. For example, "I

am thinking of something. It has four legs, a

tail, and it barks. What is it't"

3) Fi....tax_saga. A child or teacher plays the

part of the mother and one of the children is

chosen to be a policeman. The mother tells the

policeman that her child is lost and asks him if

he will help her find him. The policeman asks

if the child is a little boy or girl and what he

was wearing when he disappeared. The mother tells

the policeman about the clothes. The policeman

walks about the room as the clothing is described.

When he picks out the child that has on this

clothing, he returns him to the mother and another
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player becomes the policeman. (Auditory decoding,

visual decoding, vocal encoding.)

4) Which pictures rime? "Can yon tiiink of two

words that rhyme.? Good. coat end boat rhyme.

Pie and tie rhyme. I'll give you a worksheet

with some pictures on it. Eoch picture has a

rhyming partner. Vind the pavtner and color it

the same color. Don't use the same crayon for

more than two pictures" (Pictures: hat-cat;

spoonemoon; pen-hen; car-etar.)

For younger children or law groups, it mould bJ

better to start with elle Instructo Kindergertan

Rhymes aad Rhymies Pictures. There are available

from Instructo. Division of Jacronda Mfg., Phila-

delphia, Pa., $2.50.

3. ae.o.f.,,AtAbglieLIAeUlatia.lAdeklatibilUalits;5340.Sieel.e...e.

a) Establishing names for colors. 'rlive eaeh chila a pile

of three paired color chips (red, blue, yellow). Pick

up a red MO: Ve want to find one that is the

here it ie. New put them together. Good. Now, find

ons thst ie the same as this one and put them to-

gether. Are these two last ones the same?...yes, so

put them together. These are colors, and they have

names. /will snow you red. (Hold it up.) 'RED!?

Everyone hold ep a red color. Good. Nix up your

colors...point to d red one. Good. Say its name.

Now / will show you the yellow color....(Rold it up)

UMW! Everyone hold up a yellow color. Say its

name...lex it up wieh the other colors. Point to the

yellow; point to the red; etc." Repeat until child-

ren do not make mistakes. Then add 'blue' the same

way.

The next set of color chips contains eight colors

and is introduced in the same way.

The color shades consiot of five ohades of each

color. The extremes (light and dark) are intro-

duced first.

b) Establishing a vocabulary 2or dimensions and practice in

discrimination. The materials involved for Zhe concept

of thick:vs. thin consist of dowels, cans, blocks, books,

etc. which vary only in the dimension of thickness.

Start with the series of six cans, demonstrating the



two extremes at first: "This can is thick...thick;

this can is thin...thin: thick(pointing); thin(pointing)

They are the same this way (side by side to compare
height) but this way (.énd to endr.ito compare

bases) they are different. This one is thick...this one

is thin." (Hand out thick and thin dowels.) "Hold up

your thick doweM! You will perhapehavCto.go around

etrid idlow each .4Hild the.thiek one.. Nou.qay,:nhia ts

the thick dowel.' Put the thick dowel down and hold up

the thin (level. Say: 'This is the thin dowel." (theif

add a medium thick dowel and demonstrate how one can
build a tower mith the three--the thickest on fhe bottom
the thinnest on the top.) "Now, you build a tower like

this one." (It took three lessons of this nature before

the children could begin to do this. After almost two

weeks of working with this concept, the children can
sometimes build a complete tower with the dowels or
cans...or steps or tower with the blocks. But tlye

prncess apparently is not weffiel.ently internalized to

be reliable yet and the verba%matien of the concept
haa lagged behind.) Next will come the comparetive

aspects. ("Thi,3 is dhicker than this, but thinner then

thRt.")

Similar matezials are used for tall-short and for
cembining twee variables (thick and tall vs. thin
and Short; Chick and ebort vs. thin and tall).

4. Music or Circle Eormat

Circle activity. As the children arrive at school they
should be told where to put coats, etc. and direeted to
the group. Teacher at group could ask, qiho has just

cove to school?

Let's say (or sing) good morning to Johnny.
Who can tell us something special about Mary?
Does she have a red dress on today?
Can anyone see a boy with striped socks cn?"

C. Auditory Discrimination Involves sligntly different skill of
detecting nuances of iaflection, rhythm, tone, or loudness.

1. Loudness

Find the clock. The teacher hides a ticking clock

while the children close their eyes. (Suitable for

only e small, group.brraildren, five orsii;.):*The
children move about the room quietly te find the
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clock, aided in their search by the ticking. Tha

finder of the clock becomes the child to bide the

clock for the second gam*.

2. Rhythm

a) Imitation by body Movement. Have the children walk

to music. When the music plays gamily, they should

move slowly; as it speeds up, so should they. This

type of activity should begin with a drum, Each time

the teacher beats it, the children should take a step.

Thus, at first, it will be very sluew and even. Later,

the beat should be faster, and the children should be

running. After the drum, the piano can be used with

just chords. Finally, musical pieces of increasing

complexity can be introduced as the children gaiu the

ability of interpreting tempo in music into a correi,

sponding'tempo in, movement.

b) Rhythm instruments. Children reproduce rhythmic

patterns of Increasing complexity on a vnriety of

simple rhythm instruments. CHand clapping may be

used at first, but the rhythm instruments provide

better motivation and a more precise result.) Sample

rhythms: /
1-2-3-4

/

1-2-3-4

/ /

1-2-3-4

Variations are taught witivcombitiationa of loud=

soft or of skipped beats. Similar variations may

be introduced with a 1-2-3 rhythm. rhen the children

sre able to maintain the rhythm, a piano melody may

be superimposed.

3. Tone

a) Music-listening activity.
"Hy fingers can walk up

the piano. (nay the scale.) Cm you hear them2

Now what happened?" (Slide down scale.)

Play scale slowly. 11.km I wa(king or running? Am I

goirg up or down?" et.

b) gesonator.bells. (Creative Playthings, Inc.,

Princeton, New Jersey) Each bell is mounted on a
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separate block and comes with its own mallet and can

be used individually. These eight bells present the
diatonic scale Middle C to C.

Initially a child would be presented with only two
bells and asked to select the higher and lower sound.
As his acuity in auditory discrimdnation developed,
the number of bells would be increased. Ideally, a

child would be able to arrange the eight in order of
a chromatic scale, but such a performance would not be

required of all children. Skill in arranging four or

five bells could be considered an adequate performance.
The idea of the same sound or like sounds and different
sounds would also be taught.

4. Identifying Classroam Sounds

Tapes. Make a tape recording of various classroom
sounds such as the piano, drum, door shutting, children
clapping, someone walking, water running, a teacher
talking, etc. Leave a space after each for time for

identification. Then play it to a small group of

children. "Listen closely te the sounds. If you

know what any of them are, raise your hand. For
instance, close your eyes and tell me what this sound

is. (Draw a chair on the floor.) All right, open

your eyes. What was it?" If the children have the

idea, start the tape. If they don't, try another

sample.
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II. VISUAL DECODING

A. Basic Visual Discrimination

1. niligiga-214112!

a) Perception Plaques. (Creative Playthings, Inc. Princei,..

New Jersey, 18540.) TWave pairs of plywood plaques
have designs that appear similar, but actpaIly embody
slight differences which the child must detect, TWO

or more children can play with the plaques as a game
to see who matches the most pairs. Equally useful fo/-

solitary play. Plaques are 2 3/8" square.
A389 Perception Faces
(Differences in facial features) $2.75
A390 Perception Clowns
(Differences in body features) $2.75

b) Jollytime Dominoes. Picture dominoes teach how to
match things that are alike. Older children can play
regular dominoeg 1""'ad on reverse side of picture
dominoes. Contains full set of 28 dominoes.

No. 4517 $1.00

c) Forest Friends. (Milton Bradley Co., Springfield,
Massachusetts* 01101.) Players match pictures of ,

animals on the big spinner, with duplicate pictures
on the game board. Object is to be first to reach 1
the end of the Forest Path. Contains: folding
ing board 16k" x 16k"; jurilm-size dpinner showing

Forest Friends, 4 plastic playing pieces.
No.1008 $1.00

Picture Readiness Game. (Gerrand Publishing Co.,

Champaign, Illinois. $1.25; From the Dolch fiaterials.
This game is played in a lotto-like nanner. The meta
which is made is an exact one, although there are some
classifying factors since the cards are devoted to cat
egories. (A card picturing six fruits, for instance.)
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e pots and Stries. (Arrco Playing Card Co.a Chicago,

Illinois, 294;) This is an inexpensine, attractively

produced geme which is played in a fashion similar

to dominoes. If a player is unable to match the

required number of spots or stripes he may use a

wild card -- a tiger or zebra, for the needed stripes,

a leopard or a giraffe for the needed spots, if

he is lucky enough to draw a wild card.

f) Candy Land. (Milton Bradley Co., Springfield,

Massachusetts, 01101.) No reading or arithmetic

required to play this game. The child draws a

card and moves his playing piece to the corresponding

color or object square on the game board. Suitable

for nursery, kindergarten, and primary grades.

Deluxe Edition No. 4403 $3.00

g) Chiekaa Lotto. A color lotto game. Players press

down on the chicken's tail and she lays a colored

egg which is then placed on a matching color square

on the lotto card. Available at Penners stores.

X923-4550A $2.22

h) Nature Flash Cards. Educational Games and Aids

Division, 3301W. 42nd Street, New York, New York,

10036. Six titles.
Size 3x6 " $1.00

i) Nature Card Games. Creative Playthings, Inc.,

Princeton, New Jersey, 08540. Birds, flowers,

and animal material edited by Roger Tory Peterson.
Set of 3 5775 (3 oz.) $3.00

Cards similar to those listed above are purchased
in sets of two. Initially a child matches identi-

cal pictures; one grasshopper and another grass-

hopper, one beetle and another beetle, one robin
and another robin, one cardinal and another
cardinal. Later subject matter may be mixed-Afid

the child would sort out all the_Ana-ali, all
the birds, etc., dependinz-dpin the collection.
The MtGraw Hillzisiliction is particularly well
done -!a-i-c.gi--excellent realistic pictures and a

large size (Vx6") which is easy for the children to
see and handle.
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j) Finding identical objects. Find the identical

objects in a confusing array of objects. See

sample below. (Find the two fish that are

alike.)

54(

7"-L1

-

-19

fe;\>

i )
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2. Sorting Si 1._ms.plecsss.ld Pictures

a) PuzF.les. These could be designed with familiar
geometric shapes used as the major shape of the

items. For example:

The puzzle would be presented to the child: "Take

out all the triangles you can find."

"Take out all the squares you can find and put
them in a pile."

"Take out all the circles you can find and put
them in another pile."

w, ObApct sortins. Muffin pano, egg cartons, snail
plastic containers, or small aluminum pie pans
make excellent containers for sorting activities.
Dried seeds in a large container make an excellent
sorting activity The assortment could contain

kidney beans, lima beans, calico beans, northern
beans, pop corn (unpopped). Pins (safety), nails,
and screws of different sizes may also be sorted,
Buttons nay be sorted by size and color. Wooden.

beads may be sorted by shape and color. Sorting

may be made more complicated for the advanced

child by requiring that he put one bead (or whatir
ever is being sorted) in the first muffin cup, two

in the second, etc. up to twelve.

c) Wildlife Old Maid. (National Wildlife Federation,

1412 16th Street, NAI., Washington, D.C., 20036)
This game may be played at first as a simple
sorting game by one or more children. When the

children have become familiar with the cards and
understand the principle of likeness, they may
play a traditional form of Old Maid with the cards.
The quality of illustration makes these cards far
superior to the ordinary Old Maid purchased in the

dime store. The fish, birds, and other animals
pictured on these cards are more useful for class-
room purposes than the usual comic characters.

3. Copying Designs

a) Ceonetrfc shape ald color. Draw three circles of

the sate size. Color one red, one green, and one

yellow. Have children duplicate.

b) Bead stringing.- Give each child beads and'a lace.
Tell the group co make patterned necklaces, red,
yellow, blue, "Just like mine." Can they copy the
pattern?
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c) Place setting. Mhke a model place setting, mat, plate,
fork and spoon. Give each child necessary item and
tell them to "Set your table like mine." The teacher
can increase the difficulty of the activity by having
each child set a place opposite hers or.by haiing each
child set two places opposite each other. Can the
child 'reverse'?

d) Othez designs. Vhke a simple design with four colored
candies, red, green, red, yellow. Present child with
several candies to choose from Can he make the same
pattern under the teachor's?

Make a simple figure with five candies or beads.
Give the child the exact number of items he needs to
copy it. Can he reproduce the figure?

XxX xXx
X X 1 )( X

As above, but give the child more items than he needs
to copy the pattern. Does he copy the pattern one
for one, or does he reproduce the pattern but use all
his beads or candies?

e) Prie-tq-ane matching of desigpq. Present a line of
objects, five small pieces of paper widely spaced,
Tell the child to put out one crayon for each piece
of paper. Bunch the crayons together so they make a
much shorter line than the pieces of paper. Ask him
if he still has a crayon for each piece of paper. Can
he prove his answer if he says, "Yeast° by putting a
crayon on each piece of paper?

B. Identification of Objects through Visual Clues

1, Present Real Oblects'First When a real object is used,.
children will be able to employ diffeTent senses in becoming
acquainted with the object and be able to use all the clues
for identification.

The progressivt sequence for abstraction would proceed
something like this:

Examination of actual fruit.
Identification of a realistic pictureof fruit* a
simple picture without other elements.
Identification of a colored silhouette, realistic color
is used.
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Identification of a naturalistically colored silhou-
ette of the fruit which is mounted on black paper and
folded down the center. The child identifies the fruit
frAm the halfsilimette arvl the m mmemide eta ai1 .

houette to check his response. (This is actually a
visual closure activity, but it fits logically in this
progression.)

e Identification of a black silhouette of the fruit witn-
out a color clue.
Identification of the fruit from a dotted +minim only.
Theve may be mimeographed if the children are to follow
the dots with a pencil. However, these shapes may be

ideatified witho4.1t the actual liues drawn in. (Agsln,

this is more properly a visual closure activity.)
Identification of the fruit in a picture which has
other distracting eleuents or where the fruit is in a
alightly changed form. (Cherries in a cherry pie,
grapes in a bowl of assorted fruit, lemons cut into
wedges, strawberries in strawberry shortcake, etc.)

0 "Tell us;" Have a box with a sock, hat2 fork,..a pair of
glasses, pencil, a comb, etc. "We will pass the box
around. Each of you take out one item or thing and then
tell us what it is. Now I'm going to pass around another
box with pictures in it. Find the picture that has the
same thing on it as you just picked out of the other box."

b) "I see." The teacher says, "I see a " and points
to an object. The children tell her what the name of the
object is. Soon, they.uay be able to say the name of the
objec- and its color or what it is made out of. They may

say, 'I see a pink chair" or "I see a wooden pencil."

0 "Pick out," Put a collection of objects in the center of .

the table. Ask the children to pick the right one. At

this age, children might find it impossible to "act out"
in front of the group. The above suggestion Accomplishes or

strengthens the visual skill,

tin foil plate

knitting needle

tooth pick

piece of fur

bottle opener

"What's round and shinyr"

"What's long and sharpf"

"What's short and sharp?"

"What's fuzzy?"

"What do you open pop with?"
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chalk "What do you write on the board with?"

pencil "What do you write on paper with?"

ring "What do you wear on your fiagerr

necklace "What do you wear around your neck?"

4) Introduction of new materials. This is a good activity

when you are introducing new materials. Place all of the

needed equipment on the table and have the children take

turns pointing to an object and asking others what it ie.

If no child knows the name og object, then the teacher

must be asked. After she names the object, then a child is

asked to identify it.

"Seeing" trips. Take a walk around the immediate neighbor-

hood. Tell the children before you leave that they are

going to try to see and remetber as usny things as tbey

can. Choose one child at a time to point out all the thing

he sees and name them. The teacher should provide an eXam-

ple; she might say, "I see a tall tree. I see the sidewalk

I see the lightpost, I see the dirt." Etc. Encourage the

children to see increasingly smaller and less conspicuous
objects on subsequent trips; Soon the children should be

seeing cracks in the sidewalk.

f) Who's missing? One of the children turns his back to the

group and covers his eyes. Another child leaves the room

and the other children switch their positions. When "it"

turns around and faces the group, he must try to guess who

is missing before they count to 10 slowly. The game is re-

peated with 0 new "it." (Memory is an important factor

here also.)

2. Present MOdelsoLeatta. When it is difficult or impossible

to present the actual object - such as farm animals or goo ani-

mals to the children first, it might be helpful to show them real

istic umdels such as those purchased from Creattve Playthings.

3. Present Realistic Pictures

a) Wood Lotto. (Creative Playthings, Inc., Princeton, New

Jersey, 08540.) Object is to match the small plaques to
corresponding pictures on the larger master board. Thirty-

six plaques with familiar objects, easay named and identi-

fied. Six master boards 4" x 8".'
A335 (4 lbs.) $4.95



There are many other useful lotto games on the market,

although most of them are not mode in so durable a form.

Farm lotto, zoo lotto, bird lotto are easily available.

b) The teacher could bring a mmall flash camera to school

and take pictures of the children as they work on variogs

tasks. Later, the pictures can be posted on the bulletin

board. Have the children identify themselves in these

pictures and have them point out their classmates. They

could also tell what they are doing.

c) This is a good activity for Christmas time, but could

be used at other times also. Bring a Christmas cata-

log to school (they have a large number of toys in

them) and have each child in turn choose wtat he wants

as presents for Christmas. Have him point to them and

say, "a doll, a coloring book, a cowboy suit, a truck."

Etc. If the child is reluctant, have hin say the item

as you point to them.

d) Whenever reading a picture book to the children, the

teacher can ask different children what they see on each

page before she reads what actually happened on Chat

page. This can also be done by the children as a

way of telling the soory themselves without the tea-

cher reading the story. Many picture books have

such detailed pictures that if the children describe

the pictures on each page, the story becomes quite clear.

4. Partial....:.kztelentatiotects
a) Detective. Materials required: a sand table or a

plastic dishpan filled with damp sand, a collection

of objects with which to make "tracks" -- a cork, a

pop bottle cap, a pencil, a cup, small cookie cutters,

etc. Children close their eyes and the teacher (cr

another child) makes "tracks" with one of the objects.

Children must then decide which object was used to leave

the trail. (This activity could be elaborated upon

during storytime with some of the excellent children's

books available on animal footprints.)
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b) My shad6w.. Materials required: child-size pieces of
wrapping'paper, black dri-mark, crayons. A child-
sirte piece of wrapping paper is spread on the floor.
A child lies down on the paper and the teacher traces
his outline with the dri-mark, taking care to include
details like five fingers, shoe laces, and special
identifying outlines such as pigtails. The outline
picture is hung on the wall at floor level so that the
child may closely compare himself with his outline.
Later the child adds with crayons his features and his
clothing, The items of clothing should be made to
correspond in color with the clothing the child is
wearing that day.

C. Identification of,Concepts

1. Geometric Ahapes.

a) Colored spometric *keep. Use either the comuercial
masonite ones or make some frau colored cardboard.
Spread on the table. Ask:

Which square is blue? Which shape is an ova/? Which
oval is orangerlitc:

b) ,Aentification of crackers and napkin shapes. Let the

children rotate giving out these at juice time. Each

child in turn identifies the shapea.as:"Pleaseltive:me
one square cracker on an oval napkin."

2. Color

a) A color game. Have all 5 shades al 6 color bars in a
pile in front of the dealer. Explain: We are going to
play a game. I will be dealer first, and when I make
a mistake, it will be Gary's turn. Mow each choose a

color which you will collect... Now you will take turns

asking the dealer for your color. The dealer finds that

color and gives it to you. If he makes a mistake, the

next person is dealer. Are you ready? All right,
Gloria, which color do you need?" Etc. (The teacher

makes a 'mistake' as soon as the children bAve learned
the routine of the gave.)

3. PO3it tot

a) Open.or plosed. Use pictures of items which can be
open or shut (refrigerators, stoves, boxes, door s, etc.)

Ask the child to pick out those things which are open,
those that are closed.
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b) Other suggestiona iltot include: 'Up and down,

in or'Out, in front of or in back of, etc.

4, Number

a) Singular and plursk. Heve pictures of single and

multiple items. Have the Children select a picture

to verbalizo:

I see one shoe or I see twu shoes

I see one foot or I see two feet

I see one dog or t see three dogs

b) Collect.YOuX number. Give each child a number. He

must collect the pictures that contain that number of

objects. The teacher holds up a picture of two shoes

and the child collecting "twov, says: lelay I have the

picture of two shoes?"

5. Size

a) Size, tiumerica1, 'oirSer.".ri:ch!4hi1d,should have a work-

sheet witn Rictures oi the four dogs,(dr-other-oblec.t04

"this morning boys and girls, I am going to see how

well you can follow directions. Get out your crayons

because you will be making marks on the worksheet I

will give you. Now, how many dogs do you see? Are

they all the same size? Look at the dogs carefully

and-mark them when I give you the directions, Ready?

1. Put a red X on the biggest dog.

2. Draw a blue line under the smallest dog.

3. Put a green X on the first dog.

4. Draw a brown circle around the third dog.

5. Put a black X on the second dog.

6. Draw three lines under the last dog with

your orange cray' n."
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b) Size and dolor. Offer two objects identical except

tor one aspect. (Large and small milk cartons, large

and small paper cups, red and green paper cups, etc.)

The teacher says: "Tell me why X have these two to-

gether... .....Now tell me how this one is different

from that one."

6. Names

a) Place cards.. Aa a preliminary background, each child

is helped to print his naae on his papers over a per-

iod of time. Then each child's name is printed on a

piece of cardboard. Before the children sit at the

table, the teacher distributes the place cards random

ly about the table. The teacher explains: "Look at

the name cards and see if you can find yours. Then

sit down at that place. If you can't find your nane,

/ will help you."

b) Name ehart for assigning goat hooks. Make a chart

with all the children's names on it and a slot into

which the teacher can place a colored shape.

Corresponding colored shapes are above the hociks for

the children's coatis. As each.child comes in, the

teacher helps him find his name and 'his' colored

shape. (A child in a low, group might be orleated.tb

finding his name in relation to the top or the bottom

of the chart. Help such.a child to trace his name

tfith'bie..iidetrfiager.) The child then finds

the corresponding shape over the hook and hangs his

coat there.

Each month the colored shapes dhould be changed on the

name chart so that the child must make a new associa-

tion and cannot identify his name from the shape.

7. Use

a) Which brush would_you use? The teacher says:

"I have given you a worksheet with six pictures on it.

These pictures are alike in one way and different in

other ways. Can you tell me in what way they are

alike? Right: They are all brushes. In what way are

they different? Goods 'foul mentioned many ways that

these brushes are different. Now I will tell you

something about tech brush. Listen carefully to my

directions and mark the trush I am describing. Vtu

will need your crayons. Ready?
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1) "Put a blue X on the brush you use to brush your
hair.

2) Draw a red circle around the brush you use to
brush your clothes.

3) Draw two green lines Lader tbe brush that is
used to polish your shoes.

.""

.10

4) Put a black X on the brush you toe to brush your
teeth.

5) Put a brownlk around the brush you use to paint
a picture.

W Draw a purple circle around the brush that you
would use to paint a dog house."

8. Lrostio.......perceuot Program Follett Publishing Co.,
Chicago, Illinois. Although other an areas are involved
in completing the Frostig program (auditory decoding, visual
motor association and visual-motor sequential, and visual-
closure), a great deal of the work would exercise the skill
of visual decoding, c n 1."

10

D. Explaining the Significance of Action Pictures

1, Simple pdependentpictures,

a) Sample-action. Show a picture of children playing.
The teacher says: "Tell ue about this picture. What
are the children doing? Where are they? How many

children are there? Axe they bays or girls?".gtc.

b) Simple hoods, Uae pictures of children with vid
expression on their faces. The teacher says: "Look

at the child in this picture. Do you think he is

happy.or ad? Why do you think he is feeling that
way?"

2. Pictures from Familiar Stories Select pictures from a

story the children are familiar Vial, you ?light owder'am

Wars copy of the book aqd.cut and mount the pictures).

a) the Three Little Pigs, Ute Or draw a picture of the
little pig:carrying bricks to make his house. The

teacher says: "Here is a picture from a story that you
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know. Can anyone tell me the name of the story?.,..

Good. Now tell me what is happening in the picture.

What is tha little pie carrying? What will he do with

thee Etc....

If the picture is a simple mimeographed one so that

each child can have a copy, the children can color'

the picture after the discussion.

3. Detection of Bizarre ormissients.

a) What 10 IleOns? Find or draw simple pictures with

obvious mistakes (such as a child in a swimating suit

playing in the snow; a cat in a fish bowl; an ele-,

phant in a tree; a thild:sittlieJlown,to sat:.

at a table which was upside down; etc. The teacheT: .

says: "Look at this picture carefully. Do you see

anything that is wrong with the picture? Tell ue what

you think should be changed."

E. Interlretation of Actions

1. Imitation of activities

a) Touching exercises. Have the children observe, dup-

liCate, and then verbalize the actions.
5

The teacher touches her head. The children touch the!

heads and say: "I touch my head." .

The teacher touches her eye, 'etc,

b) Making, a booklet, The teacher says: 'We are going)to

make a little book. Do just what I do". She giveii,

each of the children a large sheet of paper. "Ariyou

ready?" Zile teacher folds the paper in half in one':

direction - the long dimension of the paper. If ali

the children have followed this far, the teacher then'

folds the paper again in the same direction. Alter

checking to see if all the children have kept up, sbe

then unfolds the paper and shows the class the four

long rectangles which the creases have made. She then

hands out scissors. "Now watch where I cut". Sbe thc

cuts the rectangles apart. Then she stacks the see-

tangles in an even stack and folds thim in half.-' the

short sides go together.
Afedar etl ttkA children have

reached this point, the pages can be stapled in the

center crease.mark. The book is ready for drawing or

pasting work.



2. Pantomimes

a) knimal bingo. The teacher hands out p4etwrest of

animals and the same number of buttons to each child.

She says, "Gloria will be the first 'caller'. I yil7

Whisper the nate of an animal in her ear and she wit'

Chen act or move like that animal. If you guess the

name of the animal, put a button on that card. When

you have three cards with buttons, it will be your

turn to be the 'callee."

b) Where do I go? The class sets up three different

areas to be called a 'home', 'farm', or 'zoo' Each

child then goes in front of the other children and

acts out some animal. The other children guess what

he is. When they guess right, they tell him where t

go. If, for example, the child is a 'cow', they'sen,

him to the farm.

c) Nursery rhymes and simple stories. Select a rhyme o

ihort story with which the children are familiar. A
teacher can work with her group until they can perfo

without any verbal directions. This group performs :

front of the other groups who then identify the stor:

or rhyme and which children played uhich parts. '

d) Action songs or finger plays. The teacher first act

out a familiar song (such as the Wheels*on the Bus)

and the children guess. The first child to identify

it correctly can then act out one. The teacher Ihou

be prepared to help him with suggestions.



Chapter III

AUDITORY VOCAL ASSOCIATION .

A. Activities to Reinforce Associations of
Opposites or Dissimilar Qualities

B. Activities to Reinforce Associations of
Identical or Similar Qualities

C. Activities to Reinforce Associations of
Class and Category

D. Activities to Reinforce Hypothetical or
Inferred Associations



. MIDTIUM VOCAL NeSOCIATION.

A. Activities to Reinforce Associations of Cpposites or

Dissimilar Qualities

1. Opposite Mode of Questioning The teacher uses an

opposite or polar format as a mode of questioning or

of making observations, mIardless of subject matter.

For example, assume the subject matter under consider-

ation is fruits. Typical observations
made by the '-

teacher night be: (children provide underscored informatioa

A peach has a single seed, but melons have yanv seeds.

A melon is large, but a cherry is small.

The peeling of a pineapple is rough; the peeling of

an apple is smooth.

A tree is tall, a bush is short.

A strawberry has seeds outside; an apple has seeds

inside.

The ordinary routine of the nursery school provides many

opportunities for a teacher to employ such a format.

For example:

When you wash your hands, they're wet; but when you

wipe them with a towel, they get dry..

When you pour juice, your cup is full; but after you

drink the juice, your cup is max.

If you walk you go slowly, but if you run you go fast.

If I raise my hand or put it in the air, it's up; but

when I put it in my lap, it's down.

2. paosite Consem_for the Felt Board (Available from

Instructo, Division of Jacronda Mfg., Philadelphia 31,

Pa. $2.50.) This set includes forty flocked illustrations

which can be used with a standard felt board. Although

illustrations
introduce a visual element, the exercise can

be performed with auditory decoding and vocal encoding.

The teacher says,
"Water made this car clean; mud had made

it dirtv." The child supplies the missing word and goes

on to find the appropriate pair of pictures which he

places side by side on the flannel board. In some cases,

a visual clue may be necessary before the child can supply
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the vocal response. This set includes opposites such as,

wet and dry, on and off, tall and short, empty and full,

up and down, big and little. The illustrations may be

removed from the felt board by presenting a different

statement. The child supplies the missing eleuent in the

statement, locates the appropriate illustrations, removes

them from the felt board, and places them in the storage

box. This review (and clean-up) is very useful for helping

children who uissed responses on the first presentation.

3. Opposite,Picture Folders,. It is relatively easy to collect

magazine pictures which illustrate opposite concepts.

These pictures should be reinforced by mounting on con-
struction paper and then sorted into separate folders which

are labeled "Open-Shut (Closed)," "Empty-Full," "On-Off,"

"Few-Many," etc. In the Open-Shut folder we might find a

picture of an open door and a closed door, an open window

and a closed window, a refrigerator with its door open and

a refrigerator with its door closed, an automobile with

its door open and an automobile with its door closed, an

open book and a closed book. The Few-Many folder might

contain pictures of an almost deserted street and a con-

gested street, a tree with only a few leaves and a tree

with many leaves, a few blossoms and a field profuse with

flowers, a few people and a large crowd. When the teacher

presents the auditory statement ("When we dtive the car,

the door is shut. When we get out of the car, the door is .

am.% the child supplies the missing element and then

finds the appropriate pair of pictures to illustrate the

statement. Different statements can be used from day to

day which will elicit slightly different responses and

maintain interest but which illustrate the same pair of

pictures.

4, Big and Little Box, A collection of everyday items which

come in two sizes but are alike in all other respects are

kept in a large, sturdy box. Examples: large and snual

bars of Ivory soap, a small baby cereal box and a large

baby cereal box, a small box of Jello and a large box of

Jello of fhe same flavor, empty cartons from large and

small sizes of toothpaste (same brand), a pocket comb and

a regular comb, a standard toothbrugh and a child's tooth-

brush, an empty large vanilla bottle and a small vanilla

bottle, a large spoon and a small spoon, a large pin and a

a large tutton and a'imAll one, etc. These items

are identified and paired by the children and the concept

of big-little and large-small is reiterated. The comm.

parative forms (-er) are stressed. Although the use of

actual items introduces a kinesthetic-visual element, there

is ample opportunity for auditory decoding and vocal encodin;
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There is also excellent opportunity for pointing out q
qualities of likeness--both toothbrushes are made of
red piastic, but the size is different; both cereal boxes
are made of green cardboard, both contained rice cereal,

but the size_is different.

5. Alike and Different Box A collection of items which have
something in common (often their basic use) but which have
obvious differences is kept in a large, sturdy box. These

items are changed or added to fram time to time. Examples:

a pinch clothespin and a round clothespin, a plastic fork

and a plastic spoon, a drinking glass and a cup, a watch
and a clock, a pen and a pencil, a ruler and a tape measure,
a mitten and a glove, etc. The presentation may vary. The

teacher may begin by asking a child to find two items used

for drinking. When the child has found the cup and glass,
the teacher asks why they are alike. Then, haw are they

different. The model for answering must be taught. ("A

cup and a glass are alike because " "A cup has

but a glass has " "A cup is different from a

glass because it)

6. Special Animals The children are presented with
pictures or models of animals which are special, in
some way. The children are asked to identify something
special about the animal they see. (An elephant is spe-

cial because of his trunk or tusks. A giraffe is special
because of the length of his neck or legs or because of
his unusual markings. A zebra is special because of his
striped pattern. A skunk has a special odor.) Later, it
mdght be possible to do this exercise without visual props.

7. Different Places The teacher selects two places which
have obvious differences (city and country, honm and school)
"Let's find out if home and school are the same or if they

are very different. I'll make a list at the board. First,
let's think of all the things we do at home....(go to bed,
dress, eat, play) All right, now what are some of the
things we do at school? (sing songs, work on making de-
signs, learn things, have juice, hang up our coats) Do
we do any of the same things at home that we do at school?
Ase most of the things we so at school different from the
things we do at home?" Etc.

8 Ift_Friend The game begins with the teacher asking one
child to stand up before the group. This child is asked
to tell one way in which he and his friend are alike. (We

are both boys; we are both wearing blue jeans; we are both
in school; we both ride the bus to school; we are both
five years old; we are both wearing sneakers.) The second
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child is then asked to tell one way in which they are

different. (He is a.boy and I m a. girl. Rer hair is

braided and my haiX is short. Re is wearing boots today

and I am wearing sneakers.) The first child chosen sits

down and the second child chooses a 'friend to come up emd

the game is repeated. For variety, the other class mem-

bers may add likenesses and differences to those given

by the two children who are standing.

B. Activities to Reinforceposociations of Identical or Similar

Qualities

1. Tell Me The teacher asks a child or a small group of

children, "Tell me all the things you can think of that

I could wear on my hands." (gloves, mittens, rings,

fingernail polish) "Tell me all the things you can think

of that I cculd wear on my feet." (socks, shoes, stock-

ings, sandals, sneakers, boots, rubbers, galoshes, skis,

snowshoes, skates, slippers, thongs.) "Tell me all ehe

things you can think of that are red." "Tell me all the

things you can think of that are shaped like a triangle."

The question would vary according to the subject matter

currently being presented to the children.

2. What Goespith This Word.? The teacher begins with an

informal example, something like this. "Boys and girls,

when I hear the word 'shoes' I always thing of 'socks'.

It is that way with many words. If we hear one word, it

may make us think of another word that goes with it. I

am going to say a word and I want you to tell me what ,

goes with that word or what it makes you think of."

Examples: bread, mother, baby, sister, brothers hot,

rain, horse, eggs, mitk, mouse, dog, smoke, fish, cake,

work, thunder, ice, hungry, laugh.

3. 21ntilagjsyle_Which Stresses Similarities The teacher

uses a mode of questioning or of making observations which

stresses similarities, reardectmatter.
("Why are a bike and a wagon alike?" "Why are a shoe and

a sock alike?" "Why do scissors and a pigce of.faper

go tegether?" "Why are a spoon and a fork alike?" "Why

do a hammer and a nail go together?") Initially, pic-

tures and models may be necessary to secure acceptable

verbal responses (see III, A, 5, Alike and Different Box),

but later the children may be able to handle this kind of

question on an auditory-vocal level.

4. Rhyming Directions During exercises or music time the

teacher presents the idea of rhyming directions. "Stand

tall. Face the wall." "Jump up high. Reach for fhe sky."
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"Spin around. Touch the ground." Later, the teacher

gives one direction and allows the children to complete

the second direction by supplying the rhyming word. The

teacher may make an appropriate motion to help supply

the rhyming word. "Sit on the floor. Point to the door.

Give a loud clap. Give your neighbor a lie. Stand up

tall. Make yourself small. Find your nose. Touch your

toes."

5. Riddles Simple riddles created spontaneously by the
teacher and related to the subject matter currently being

presented are a suitable activity in this area. "I am

going to describe an animal to you and I want you to tell

me what it is as soon as you know. This animal lives on

a farm. It is large and has four legs. Sometimes it has

horns. It has udders. It gives milk." (Animals, foods,

items of clothing or furniture, vehicles, etc. are appro-
priate subjects for riddles.)

6. Animal Talk (A game by Mattel., Inc. Hawthorne, California,

available from J. C. Penny, $3.66 or from most toy stores.)

The red plastic barn with its pull ring produces the sounds

of twelve farm animals in a random order. When the ring

is pulled, the child can respond vocally with the name of

the animal which makes that sound: "I hear a cow." or "A

cow says m0000." or "A caw is in the barn." The pattern

required for this response can be changed.

7. The Farmer agm (Mattel, Inc., Hawthorne, California,
available from J. C. Penny, $3.99 or from most toy stores.)
Various farm animals are pictured on a large plastic circle.

When a child dials an antmal and then pulls the ring, the
farmer says, "This is a turkey." The sound of a turkey is

then beard. The sentence varies slightly, such as, "Listen

to the cat." E tc. The game is useful in helping a ch4d
to repeat exactly what he has heard - the sentence and the

animal sound.

C. Activities to Reinforce Associations of Class and Category

1. Name the Farm Animals The teacher begins the activity
by placing a farm animal picture on the felt board or by
holding up a magazine picture. "Can you tell me the name
of this animal? Where would T go if T wanted to see a
cow? Right. I would go to the farm. Is a cow the only

animal that lives on a farm? How many farm animals can

you think of? Suppose I start with Gary. Can you tell

me the name of one farm animal? We'll keep on until we
can't think of any more farm animals." The same format
may be used for any category useful to the subject matter
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under consideration: tools, foods for breakfast, furniture,

clothing, vehicles, items shaped like circles, triangles,
rectangles, etc.

2. Furniture Movers Each child is assigned a room in a house.

The teacher begins in an informal manner, "Pretend you are

the boss of the living room, Gloria; you be the boss of a

mother's bedroom, Darlene; you be the boss of a baby's
room, Tony; you be the boss of the kitchen, Gary; and you

be the boss of the dining room, Maria. Wow, when I call

out ehe name of a piece of furniture that would go in your

room, you tell ne that it belongs in your room. Axe you

ready? Sofa.....stove TV eating table refrig

600

-

erator....crib .dresser". Etc.

3. Weather Game The teacher improvises a little story ibout

the weather and dhe clothes we wear. "I'm going to pretend

to look out of my window to see what kind of weather it is.
Then I'm going to put on some special type of clothing. -

You try to guess what kind of weather it is from the kind

of clothing I list. ..... 'Let me see, what to wear to school

today...oh, my. I wonder where my raincoat is? and I

guess I will need my umbrella. What is the weather like? _

It is another day and I look outside....0h, I will need my
heavy coat today...and I guess I'd better wear my boots so
my feet won't get wet and cold. Where is my scarf...and I

will need ny mittens too. Can you guess what the weather
is like? It is another day, not a school day. I look out.

It's perfect day for swimming. OS. I'll put on some ehorts

and a light shirt and go to the swimming pool. I'll put

my swimming suit on over there. Can you gress what kind

of weather it is?"

4. Naming A general discussion of names and why we have
them is an effective way to begin classifying exercises.
"Name all the children that you can in our school. What
would happen if people didn't have names? Why do we have
names? How many kinds of fruit can we name today? I will

keep count on the blackboard. (Or, I will draw a picture

on the blackboard of each fruit you mine.) Hownmany colors
can we name? 114v:tam items of clothing can ve name?"
Etc. This exercise may Pkt times be done in reverse:
Nhat are hot dogs, lettuce, bread, and apples? (food)

What ere Roxie, Becky, Vanessa, and Penny? (girls) What
are a banana, an mange, an apple, a pear, and strawberries?
(fruit)." Etc, Another variation on this exercise is to
ask which word does not belong with the others. Example:

dog, cat, horse, table. Nhy does table not go with the
others? What are the others? (animals) Bus, train,
truck, house, car. "Which word does not belong? (house)
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Why does house not go with the others? What are the

others? (vehicles, things that go)"

5. Downtown A pretend zituatien im created for the children

as the teacher tells a little story. "Everybody close his

eyes and listen to the things I tell you about a certain

place. When you think you know the place I am talking

about, raise your hand. I walk into a building. I see

shelves of canned foods then I come to place where

there are tables with bananas, apples, and other fruits...

also vegetables are piled up. There is a counter with

many kinds of meats in it....Can anyone see in his mind

the place I am talking about what is its name?" Other

places the children might recognize would be a gas station,

the post office, a shoe store, etc. Again, this exercise

can be reversed. The teacher sets up the make-believe

situation which leads to "I went to the (name of place)

and while I was there I saw..?.. At this point the

drenvoupplrthe:items which they would. see in this.place,

making the list as long as possible.

6. What Do We Need? Pretend situations are created and the

children list whatever is needed to carry out simple goals.

"Your mother tells you that you can spend the night with

your grandmother. You have to put the things you wiil

need in a bag. What will you take with your "You are

going to help your m-ther make pancakes (or some other

food). What will you need?"

7. Uhat Is It Made Of? Another aid in teaching children to

think in terms of similarities and differences is to

classify by composition (as opposed to use or color or

size, for example). "Name everything in your house that

is made.out of wood:. Is your house'made.out of wood too?

How about your car? Name acme things in school Chat are

uade out of wood. (Glass, piastic, cloth, metal, etc.)

8. angs.auggibgrat Songs like"Old MacDonald Had A Farm"

have a classifying principle at work. Others can be

adapted and revised, such as the Bus Song: the wheels go

around, the driver says, "Sit dawn, please.", the people

go bump, bump, the horn goes beep, beep, etc.

.

What is the na of the fourth enamel? The second? The

pour Animals Move Mimeographed work sheets, picture

your hand if you can tell me the lame of the first animal.

me

given you a work sheet with four animals on it. Raise
folders, or blackboard sketches may be used. "I have

third? Some of these animals move very fast. Some of

them move very slowly. (Animals might include a snail, a
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turtle, a deer, a rabbit, etc.) Other forms of movement

would be used: jumpers, creepers, flyers, swimmers.

10. Tell Me The teacher prepares a word list according to a

category related to material being taught at the time.

Example: Seasons(fall) list: leaves, pumpkins, storm

windows, milkweed pods, pine cones, squirrels, etc. The

teacher says one word to each child, and the chilo Is ail*

to "Tell me about-it." After a child attempts,. a-sentence,

a model may be given for him, and be repeats the informatio:

D. Activities to Reinforce Hypothetical or Inferred Association

1. Association
Auditory association

activities are easily incorporated into a traditional story.

time. Questions which are not literally factual or closely

dependent upon immediate recall from tha story should be

used. Examples: "Why did the dog find his way home before

the little boy?" "Why was the policeman ;Ike a daddy to

the little boy?" "What would have happened if the old

lady had caught the gingerbread man?" "What might have

happened if the gingerbreae boy had found a little boat

at the river's edge?" This type of question can be used

with any story read to the children, but a great deal of

practice will be necessary before the children will be

able to make acceptable responses. (A typical response

to a cause and effect type of question, "Why did the boy.:

fall?", is for the child to repeat the effect, "The boy

fell.", as if in some way this explained the cause.)

2. Little Wil1 The teacher creates an imaginary little boy

(Little Willy) and uses him as a focal point for examples'

from day to eay. A hand puppet may be used to help create

the character. The teacher recounts various events and the-

asks the children to tell how Willy felt. Examples: He '

fell down and hurt his knee. (le felt sad, sorry, hurt,

etc.) He found a nickle and bought a toy truck he wanted

very much. (He felt happy, lucky, etc.) He broke his

sister's doll when he was angry. (sorry, glad, afraid)

He ate a big dinner. (full)

3. Finish the Storx A folder of large, interesting pictures

is collected in advance. The teacher the beginning

of a story to which a picture supplies a possible ending.

The child listens to the teacher's story, finds a picture

to complete the story, and then tells how the story ende0.

(Later, picture props msy not be necessary.) Example:

"A boy's mother told him to go to bed. He said, 'I won't.

So the mother picked him up and carried him to bed. 'Now

stay there,' she said, 'or I mill get very angry.' As
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soon as his mother left the room, the little boy got up
and ran out of his roam. When his mother saw him
(Child chooses correct picture and verbalizes the ending.)
"It was a very windy day and a man was burning sone boxes
near a garage. He left the fire before it was out. The
wind hl the burning pieces of cardboard over to the
gawa). " Mild chooses correct picture and finishes
the

4. What If? Responses are limited to material which has been
introduced in the pre-school classroom because of the
limited vocabulary of the culturally deprived four-year-
old.

What would happen if we forgot to put the covers on
the paint jars?

What would happen if we did not put our names on our
paintings?

What would we do if we spilled the paint?

What woul,' happen if Mrs. Morris let everrone play the
piano during music time?

What would happen if we didn't pick up the blocks?

What would happen if we didn't take turns talking?

What would happen if we did not put the bikes sway
at night?

What would We do.if a child cried at school?

What would we do if we did not have enough crackers
for all the children?

What would happen if the bus got a flat tire on the
the way to school?

In most cases more than one answer should be sought. A
literal or obvious answer would be accepted but a diver-
gent answer would be encouraged. At this age level veith
culturally-deprived children few divergent responses would
be expected.

5. What If? Responses are limited to basic family sad home
information because of the limited vocabulary of the
culturally deprived four-year-old.

What would happen if an egg were dropped in your kitchen?
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What would happen if you left a window open and it

rained?

Mat do we do when the hslay cries?

What do you do when your shoelace breaks?

What would you do if you cut your finger?

What would your family do if the car ran out of gas?

What would you do if you got on the bus to go down-

town and found you had no money?

What would happen at your house if the clock did not

work?

What would happen at your house if rain came through

the roof?

What wmuld happen if you tore your dress (shirt)?

As in Item 4 above, different ar -Ira to the same question

would be encouraged.

6. Let's Think *The teacher begin, informal little story,

.stopping at a crucial point witt question) Examples: "A

family went on a trip in their car. They drove for a lone i

time. After they had passed through a town, Father said,

'There has been a bad windstorm with a lot of rain in this

town.' How could Father know that?"

"They went on for another sixty miles. 'They have had no

rain in this town for a long time,' said Mother. How

could Mother know that?"

Similar stories can be created about any incident: What

would happen if someone tied your shoelaces together?

What would happen if ypu left a hamburger and.a dog in the

same room? Wbat would happen if you couldn't open your

mouth for a whole day? John brought a little snowman

into the house and put him on the table. Later, there

was only a puddle of water on the table. What had

happened? Etc.

7 Things Which Grow Shorter After Use A blackboard sketch,

a picture folder, or a mimeographed yorksheet is used.

Pictured objects might include: eraser, ruler, candle,

book, popsickle, scissors, fountain pen, sucker, crayon,

chalk, etc. All of the pictures are of things which can



be used but some of the things do not change very much

after use. The children mark or name the items which

grow shorter after they have been used. After the items

have been chosen, the children might be asked to tell

why each item grew shorter after use.



Chapter /V

VISUAL MGTOR ASSOCIATION

A. Perceiving Similarities and Differences in Material
presented Visually

B. Perceiving Re lationabipe and Classes in Material
presented Visually

C. Perceiving Sequential Relationships in Material
Presented Visually
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IV. VISUAL ZIOTOR ASSOCIATION

A. Perceiving Similarities and Differences in Material
Prasontem 174cally

1. Frostig Visual Perception Program Follett Publishing

Company, Chicago, Illinois. Many of the worksheets in

this set present visual similarities and differences in

order of increasing difficulty. See manual for further

directions.

2. Man Ordinar .Routines Give Practice in Visual-Motor

Association Many of the ordinary preschool routines
give practice in visual-motor association; for example,

chairs, lockers, coat hooks, etc. can be labeled with

animal seals, color tags, geometric shapes, etc. The

child learns to find and use his symbol to recognize
his possessions and to keep things orderly. A later

refinement on this activity is to make a large wall name

chart. After the child's printed name appears his symbol

(flower seal, red triangle, tc.). On his coat hook,

chair, etc. appears the same symbol. The child learns

what his name looks like end hnw to find his symbol
elsewhere in the room. IA intervals the symbols are

changed and a new name chart is hung. When blocks are

put away after play, they may be sorted by size and

shape: "Put the blocks beck in their special places.

Put the square blocks here; the big rectangles go

here. This is the shelf for the trianglese Etc.

3. Color Bunnies. Finger puppets (see sample), which should

be rolled around a pencil before being taped, are made

in the colors being taught. At first, children should

handle only two colors. Later, they may handle five or

six. The children place color bunnies or their fingers

and rest their hands fiat at the edge of the table. The

teacher flashes a color card and the children pop up
the matching bunny. (Teacher flashes a red card, children

stand up red bunny.) The exercise may be varied through

the use of an auditory command. (reacber says, "Red".)
01

J:
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A story about the bunnies may also be improvised,and the

children rcdse the appropriate bunny whenever bl is

o I mentioned. (rhe blue bunny walked down the lane and

O met his friend the yellow bunny, etc.) Colored pictures
t-i of objects may be flashed (a red car, a green wagon, etc.),

and the children raise the color bunny which matches the

color of the object.Tail of
cot on
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4. Col.....;oraL....1!....J12LtttlitElart Fruits (or other content, such

as geometric shapes) Large, simple drawings of the

common fruits (apple, orange, banana, strawberry, cherry,

lemon) are mdmeographed. "Here are pictures of some of

the fruits we have tasted at school. Do you remember

the names of them? Do you remember the colors of these

fruitsil(time for discussion)Tick the crayons you
need to matte your fruits the right colors." Later, the

pages could be stapled together to make a fruit book to

be taken home.

5. Which One Is Different? The content of these exercises

would change with the curriculum, but the format would
remain about the same. Prepare on small cardboard

oquareJ, on mimeographed sheets, or on the blackboard a

set of clown faces. All but one have the same expresa-
ion. "One of the clowns is different. Find him. How

is he different?" (happy, sad, angry, etc.) Tow put all

the faces that are the same in one way in a row over
here and put the other face way over here." Later, three

or more expressions might be used with multiple cards

for each expression. A variety of sketches may be used

for similar drill: four apples - one has a.missing stem
or leaf; five daisies - one has two petals missingvfour
hats - one has a missing feather, etc. Building blocks

may be used to create similar exercises. Make three

arrangements built of three or four blocks. One arrange-

ment is different. "Here are three buildings. Two of

them are the same. One is different. Fine the one that

is different. Can you rebuild it so that it is the smell
(Bridgest layer cakes, walls, sidewalks, etc. can be
quickly built for this exercise.)

6. Hatch Patch (Arrco Playing Card Co., Chicago, Illinois,
290) This activity would not be introduced until the
children have mcstered the geometric inserts and are able
to identify a circle, a square, a triangle, and an oval.

Variations in Play: One child. The four key cards (heavy

black outline of geometric shapes on four white cards) are
placed before the child who classifies the object cards.
(Potato and egg object cards are placed beneath the oval
key card;tbepee and sailboat are placed beneath the tri-

angle key card; balloon and clock are placed beneath the
circle key card; box and block are placed beneath the

square key card,,) The child continues to classify until

the thirty-six object cards have been placed beneath the
appropriate key card.
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Four children. Each child is given one key shape card
to use as his classifying denominator. The children

may take turns drawing from a center pack of colored
object cards or by drawing from each other clockwise
around the table, as in Old Maid. The:object of the

Rame would be to place all nine obiect cards under the

appropriate key card. There should be no winner; the
game continues until each set is complete.

TWo to five children. The four key shape cards are
placed out on the table. The children draw from a
center pack and place the object cards beneath the
appropriate key card.

Initially the pre-school teacher may wish to begin with
fewer than thirty-six object cards, using only the mo-:e
common objects. As skill in visual discrimination in-
creases, verbal statements should become an integral part
of the game. The child should 627, "Thia clock is a

circle." etc. as he places the object card beneath its .

appropriate key card.

7. Geometric Assortment A collection of squares, circles,
triangles, rectangles, ovals, in two sizes and a variety
of colors,is cut from colored poster cardboard. These

nay be neatly stored in a three-pound coffee can with a
plastic lid.

a) Have the children classify according to shape. "Put

all the circles in a pile here; all the squares here."
Etc.

b) Have the children dlassify according to O3lor. "Put

all the red shapes in a pile here; all the blue shapes
here..1' Etc;

c) Have the children classify according to size. "Put

all the large shapes here; all the small shapes there."

d) An alternate mathod of presentation. Have a card-

board sheet for each shape with a sample of the shape
drawn or pasted to the card. 'Tut all the squares on
the card with the square."'

8. Pairs. Pairs of objects identical except for one aspect
are stored in a sturdy box. Examples: two pill containers,

one containing seeds and one containing safety pins; two

. cardboard fruit trays from the supermarket, one shallower

let w hait r.
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than the other; two white balls, one smaller than the other;

two plastic cars, one red and one yellow; two empty gela-

tin cartons, one larger than the other. Give each child

an object in turn. Have him tell the group what it is.

Have him pick out the one than goes with his. Ask him

to tell why it's the same and how it is different.

9. apositeCot.actpsLfot_:_A__eFeltBoard.
See III Auditory

NOW. Association, A-2.

10. maugism in the %sets? Square? Cardboard sheets are

marked into four equal boxes with a heavy line. (Shirt

cardboards are suitable and of an appropriate size.) $ilo

houettes of various objects are stenciled in three of.these

boxes with crayon or felt markers. Al visual relationship

is established between the objects stenciled in the two

top boxes. The lower left box is also stenciled, but the,

child must select an appropriate answer for the lower

right box. He chooses t.his answer from five response cards.

When the child chooses the correct response card, the v10-

sal relationship may be read from left to right or from

ton to bottom. The relationship may be one of color, of

size, of object, of direction, or a combination of these.

Example: A red bird is to a blue bird (top row) as a red

flower is to a blue flower (bottom row), A large square.is

to a small square as a large circle is to a small circle.

A dog with his nose pointing to the right is to a dog with

his nose pointing to the left as a fish with his nose point-

ing to the right is to a fish with his nose pointing_ to the,

left. A simple way to use this activity in the classroo0

is to keep each card] and its response choices in a separate

mantle,. envelope. The envelopes should be numbered in or-

der of increasing difficulty of the contents. When a child

attempts an activity, his name, the date, and the level of

performance should be noted on the envelope. When he has

satisfactorily completed this activity, he should move on

to the contents of Ce next envelope.

11. ABC Match-Ups Playskool Match-Ups. (Playskool Press,

Chicago, Illinois, 60618. $1.00) This game contains Macy-

four pictures which are cut into two interlocking pieces.

One piece shows the capital and lower case letter; the

other piece shows an object which begins with that letter

and also the printed name of the object. Example: B, b

and bear; F, f and flower; 1, i and ice cream. The pieces

cannot be put together incorrectly, so the game is self.cor-

rective. A child need not know, phonics to use these puz-

zles, since he can match the printed letter and the first

letter of the printed word which corresponds. This is a
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fine visual discrimination to demand of pre-schoolers,

but it is useful for the more advanced children.

12. -~triodiittiveliConcetItems (Creative Playthings,

Inc Princeton, New Jersey, 18540.) These are useful in

pro ling practice for visual-motor associative skills.

a) Match Mates. Ten individual wooden jig-saw puzzles,

cut in half, are silk-screened with numbers on top

to correspond with number of objects on bottom half.

Tops and bottoma fit only when correctly matched.

Plywood, each 3" x 6".
N125 (1 lb., 8 oz.) $2.95

b) Number Sorter. A simple, self-correcting sorting toy

designed to help four and five-year-olds gain a con-

cept of number sequence. It is also an excellent

fitttng toy for children between two and three years

of age. 211" rubber squares helve holcs to fit over

corresponding number of wooden dowels on 12" wooden

board.
N120 ( 2 lbs.) $2.95

c) Counting and Threading. This made-in-England toy

Ei5s the sail child to understand simple number
sequence and simultaneouely to use his hands and .

fingers for precise fitting. 44 wooden discs (2 of

one color, 3 of another, etc.) correspond in quantity

and color to 9 single plastic plaques; each of these

designates a numeral from 1 to 9. Game is to string

wooden discs in sequence, with plastic plaque sepa-

rators.
R114 ( 2 lbs.) $4.95

B. Perceiving Relationships and classes in MAterials presented

Visually

1. notia.yisual Perception Proares. (Follett Publishing

Company, Chicago, Illinois) See Manual for worksheets

specifically related to this area.

2. .S194191% - items Are cut from catalogs and mounted on

itifit weight cardboard or poster paper. An appropriate

size vould be chosen so the items are relatively in pro-

portion. The clothing items are to he sorted according

to the following (or similar) classes:



Headgear (caps, hats, ear muffs, hoods, head

scarves)

narmAnts fgr th upper body (shirts, blouses, jac-

kets, vests, sueaters, neckties)

Garments for the lower body (skirts, trousera,
shorts, slacks, tights)

Footwear (shoes, boots, rubbers, socks, sneakers,

slippers)

Care should be taken to include items with differences:

jackets with hoods, iackets without hoods; shoes with

laces, slip-on shoes; high hoots, low boots; etc.

One child or a number of children may participate, pro-

viding enough materials are available. As a key to the

sorting a large cardboard showing a body silhouette and

a sketch drawn to the same scale of a chest of drawers

could be used. The top drawer would be designated as

the place for headgear, the second drawer as the place

for garments.for the upper body, and the-third drawer AP

the place for garments for the lower body, and the fourth

drawer as the place for footwear. The items could als&

be sorted into containers or into piles on the table.

Later refinements wuld be the sorting of children's

clothing (then separate boys' and girls' clothing) from

that of adults (then separate men's clothing from women's

clothing) and the sorting of summer and winter garments.

Verbalization should be encouraged when a child becomes

proficient at sorLing. Vocabulary words to be stressed.

might include hood, plaid, striped, zipper, buttons, rub-

bers, sneakers, sandals, etc. Appropriate questions

might be: "How are rubbers different from boots?" "Would

you wear this in the summer?" "How are gloves different

from mittens?"

3. Makaglat Items of furniture are cut from catalogs and

mounted on light weight cardboard or poster caper. An

appropriate size should be chosen so objects are relative-

ly in proportion. If one child is_to play the game,

enough objects to furnish one house should be provided.

Ideally two to five children should play, and in such cases

enough furniture to complete one house for each child would

be required.
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In addition to an assortment of furniture, each child is

given a large sheet of cardboard on mhich is drawn a cut-

away outline of a house. Jutlines for the following rooms

would be suitable: kitchen, livingreinm, bathroom; two

bedrooms. A garage and suitable contents (automobile,

lawn mower, garden tools, bike, etc.) could be added later

on. The house plan should be large enough to contain the

furniture without tiowding which confuses the child. The

sorting, not the placing of the furniture, should be the

child's main taek.

The child sorts the furniture by placing it in the appro-

priate room. Within reason, the c hild designates which

room is the kitthen, etc. ftwever, some logical choice

should be required. For example, normally the teacher

would not accept a kitchen located upstairs in a two-story

sketch. (Split levels may have to be considered!)

When the child becomes proficient at this activity, verb-

alization should be encouraged. "This is a stove. A stove

belongs in the kitchen." When the teacher checks the com-

pleted piece of work, she would ask appropriate questions:

Vhat pieces of furniture did you put in the kitchen? How

many chairs are around the table? Is this a child's bed-

room? Can you find an oval table and a square table:"

On a simpler lew./ for younger children, a doll house and

doll furniture ma?: be used for a similar exercise. Agaia,

the children sort the objects according to the room in

which they shovld be placed.

4. playhouse (Childcraft Equipment Co., Inc. 155 East 23rd.

Street, New York, New York, 10010., $1.00) This game is .

produced in a playing card format, There are key cards

which picture a specific room in a house: dining room,

kitchen, nursery, etc. There are object cards which pic-

ture individual items from these rooms: a crib, a dining

room table, a stove, etc. The children classify Lhe ob-

ject cards of furniture with the proper room or key card.

One child may do this sorting or a group may play by deal-

ing out the object cards around the table or by having the

children draw from a center pile.

5. Who Gets It? (Delch Materials, Garrard Publishing Co.,

Champaign, Illinois., $1.59) The children match pictures

of two different types of the same object. For example, an

oval rug goes with a rectangular rug, an upholstered chair

goes with a straight-backed chair, etc. Six children may

play this game which follows a lotto format.
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6. Plsystore (Childcraft Equipment CO., Inc., 155 East 23rd.

Street, New York, New York, 10010., $1.00) This game is

produced in a playing card format. There ar(1 six dif-

ferent stores represented on the key cards and thirty-

six items of merchandise pictured on the object cards;

The childfln sort the items according to the proper store.

One child may do this sorting or group usy play hy dealing

out the object cards around the table or by having the

children draw from a center pile.

7. People and Their Jobs (Playskool Witch-Ups. Playskool

Press, Chicago, Illinois 60618, $1.00) This game contains

twenty-four pictures whih are cat.lato two interlocking

pieces. One piece portrays a person at his work; the

other piece shows some object related to that particular.

job. The pieces cannot be put together incor...mtly, ac

the exercise is self-corrective. Satsple pictures are a

milkman and milk bottles,a firamailamid a hydrant and hose,

a barber and a pair of scissors, a mailman and a bag of

mail, a house painter and several paint brushes. The game

may be played alone or three or more children may play -

by distributing the people pieces equally. The other

pieces are put face down in the center of the table. Each

child draws one at a time and discards one. If he draws

a matching piece, he lays down the completed puzzle. The

next child may draw either the discarded card or a new one

from the center pile. Play continues.until all pictures

are completed.

8. Animals and Their Homes (Playskool Match-Ups. Playskool

Press, Chicago, Illinois, 60618. $1.00.) This game con-

tains twenty-four pictures which are cut into two inter-

locking pieces. One piece portrays an animal and the other

piece shows where that animal lives. The pieces cannot

be put together incorrectly and eo the exercise is self-

corrective. Sample pictures are a bird and a nest, a

penguin and an icebtrgv. a camel and a desert, a mouse and

a hole in a wall. Directions: See Item 7 above.

9. Store Windows. (Instructo Felt Board Set, Jacronda Mfg.,

Philadelphia 31, Pennsylvania, $2.50.) This set includes

four store fronts and familiar objects. The children

match the objects with the appropriate store. The objects

are printed on flocked cardboard and are suitable for use

with a standard felt board. Samples: A hardware store

fronts a clothing store front. Items; hammer, coat, broom,

etc.
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10. Co-Together-Lotto (Creative Playthings, Princeton, New

Jersey, 18540). The cards matched to the pictures are not

identical as in most lotto games but are related. For

example, a letter is placed on the square which shows a

mailbox; coins are placed on the square with a piggy bank;

a dog is placed or the square which pictures a dog house;

a car is placed on the square which shows gas pumps, etc.

11. Go-Together-Folder A collectioa of magazine pictures

which have an association factor are kept ia folders to

be sorted by the children. Vocabulary development should

be added to this sorting, since many of these items can-

not be named independently by the children. Examples: a

tree and a leaf ( An apple or a nest or a bird or a squirre

might.also match the tree, depending upon the exercise. So

might a piece of lumber.); a hand and a mitten (or a glove

or a ring or a pencil); rain and an umbrella ( or raincoat

or boots or a puddle or a rainbow or mud); snow and a sled

(or a snowman or a snowsuit or a shovel).

12. Enaelosep..amist Each child is given an envelope con-

taining two or three categories of small cardboard backed

pictures cut from magazines. Example: five pictures of

food, four pictures of thirgs with wheels, six pictures of

children. The child is told to put the pictures of the

same kinds of things in special piles. '!All the things

you can ride onp all the things you can eat." Etc.

13. Pick a Pair Present each child with four objects that

can be paired in a particular aspect: a can of beans and a

can of peas, a milk carton and a pop bottle, a model horse

and a model cow, etc. Have the child tell why he put two

items together as a pair: two animals, two foods, two

things to drink, etc.:

14. Gummed Seals for Maiinatitcli Folders of gumwed

seals are available in numerous designs at most variety

stores for about 15c. When these seals are mounted on

small cardboard squares, an almost unitnited number of

classification games can be played with them. A basic

collection should include fruit seals, flower seals, farm

animal seals, zoo animal seals, bird seals, fish seals,

and butterfly seals.

Mit-datum-4nd or domestic animals can be used as keys to

match the seal cards. For example, the model of an ele-

phant, a zebra, a monkey, and a lion are placed in a row

in the center of the table. The children place the appro-

priate card in front of the miniature. After the children
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can sort the various bird seals, for instance, tato eppro-

priatprOiles ( cardinals, robins, blue jays, etc.), they

could proceed to a more difficult task--matching the bird

seals to a different picture of a bird-those on the Wild-

life cards, for instance, (McGraw Hill, Educational Aids

Division, 330 Wst 42nd. Street, New York, New Yorke 10036).

Flower leals may be sorted by color or by variety. They

also could be ustched to another picture of the same flowero

ont taken from a seed catalog for instance, or to squares

cut from appropriate colored paper. Fish seals could be

matched to the Wildlife cards.

15. periztmjtualma Begin with a simple food, such as an

apple. Discuss how it grows on a tree. Taste it. Have

pictures of products derived from apples: applesaucep

apple juice, apple pies. Show these pictures and discusl

then. Some of these foods, applesauce and apple juice for

instance, might be tasted. Later,these pictures are nixed

wieh those of other types of foods, (mosts,ccups,:.visetablet

The children are asked to put all the pictures of frAs

made with apples in one pile. They may be able to fiud

other classes ha the remaining FIctures. The exercise

can be repeated on other days: strawberry jam, strawberry

shortcake, strawberry ice cream, for example.

16. ntleutaiwall Each child is presented with fifteen

small cube blocks. He is asked to make the blocks into

buildings, each one taller than the one next to it. Ini-

tially, the taacher may help the child to begin: "Pere's

the short building. It is made fram only one block. Can

you make a taller building?....Fine. Now can you make a

building fran three blocks which will be even taller?'

stairstep of buildings should emerge. Another day the

stairstep motif may be presented by lining the children up

according to height. A long piece of wrapping paper is

taped to the wall. A. matk is made on the paper for the

height of each child and labeled with that child's name.

Late; each child is asked to find his own line.

17. Classification Boxes. Items which have a classifying

aspect in common (use is an excellent quality but color or

compositionplastic, wood, paper, clothmay be used) are

kept in a sturdy box. The contents of this box are chang-

ed from time to time. Sample items: a red button and a

silver butta., a tooth brush and a vegetable brush, a

paper napkin and a cloth napkin, a plaid eoelace and a

brown shoelace, etc. The children pair these items and .

verbalize the common element and point out the divergent
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elements. A variation is to place one item from each

pair into a separate box. The teacher begins by pasring

out the items from one box. Then the second bat ic rss-

ed around and each child picks the item whicIA

plete his pair. ("Look for samething in thf.5 which 4.8

like what you have. Good. How aro they alike; haw are they

different?")

1E. Seasons Felt Board Set (Instructo, Division of JN:ronda

Mfg,, Philadelphia 31, Pa., $2,50.) rItJ cArebozmd

pictures which illustrate seasonal chariot fcAiaze diangc

clothing changes, screen and storm windaw thanros, etc,

These materials are suitable for use on a titcsndard felt

board, but may be used at a regular work table for sorting.

19. Oupsites A number of opposite concepts can be develol)ca

with visual materials. Far and Near. A series of pictuzeo,

such as the approach of an automobile, are presented to tlic

children. "Here is a car far away...see how small it looks

Here is the car when it is very close...see how large it is

Can you put the pictures in a row so that it really looks

as though the car is caming near you?" Outside and Inside.

Pictures of items vhich are normally kept inside (furniture;

pots and pans, clothing) are sorted from pictures of items

normally kept outside (cars, cows, lawn furniture, telephon;

poles, a tree) See III, Auditory Vocal Association, .9), 2

and 3 for further suggestions.

20. Which ThingLegsea Noise? A, mimeographed rorksheet, pic-

tures frar magazines, or sketches on the blackboard may be

used to present a number of objects to the children. The

objects are named by the children. Then all those which

make a noise are marked or sorted. Example: a rooster, a

button, a dog, a bowl, a belt, a bell, a leaf, a horn, a

hammer, a piece of pie, a truck, etc. Similar exercises

may be created to demonstrate"hard and soft," "hot and

cold," etc.

21. Which Does Not Belong? The child is presented with four

objects (pictures may be used) and asked which object does

not belong with the others. Sample group: toy truck, toy

airplane, toy motorcycle, safety pin; doll's dress, doll's

sock, doll's shoe, crayon; cup, glass, tin can, pencil;

pencil, crayon, chalk, scissors.



22. What Do We Need? This activity may bo Jona at 0-2, felt

board if the pictures are properly motinted on flocked

material. It may also be done as a sorting activity at

the work tables. One picture shows a dother getting ready

to clean. Another picture shows a father getting ready

to work in the yard. Various tools are cut from catalogs:

rake, broom, dustpan, bushel basket, vacuum cleaner, mop,

wheelbarrow, lawnmower, duet Jloth, etc. liother and

Father won't be able to clean the house and work in the

yard until they have tools to work with. If I give you a

picture of a tool, can' you place it sith the person who

will need it?" (Naning of the tools is an important part

of this activity.)

C. Perceiving Sequential Relationships in Material Presented Vlsually

1. Picture Stories. Line drawings or magazine pictures aro

prepared in frames of thre, or four to tell a simple atory.

Etamples: picture. 1- a tree (bare), picture 2- snow falling,

picture 3- a tree with snow on its branches. Picture 1 - a

tree with leaves, picture 2- leaves falling, picture 3- a

bare tree. Picture 1- girl with apple, picture 2- bite

out of apple, picture 3- girl with apple core. The chil-

dren arrange:the.pictures to'shotrthe ttory. 'After-the

pictures have been arranged,the children Could tell the

story verbally. Pre-primers may also be cut up to create

stories of this type.

Initially, it may be necessary to tell the story to the

children before they sequence the pictures. Later, the

children may be able to do the sequence without help from

the teacher.

2. Which came First? A sequence of pictures showing a baby,

a young child, an older child, a young man, an adult, an

older man are presented in a random manner to the children.

"Can you put these in a raw so that they will tell a story?

Which came first?" Similar sequences might show the cow.

struction of a house, the growth of a plant or tree, a pump-

kin being carved into a jack-o-lantern, a Christmas tree

being trimmed.

3. Frostialusailierstetkolltromm (Follett Publishing

Company, Chicago, Illinois) There are a number of work-

sheets in this set which show picture sequences. These may

be used as indicated in the manual. They may also be cut

intofourths, mounted on cardboard, and manipulated by the

child to show a story. When the sequence is ordered, the

child should be encouraged to tell the storyi.
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4. See-Queesi (Creative Playthings, Ine., Princeton, New

Jersey, 18540.) See-quees are priated on heavy board which

is cut into 3" squares and fitted into av inlay background.

See-quees are available at a variety of levels and on a

variety of suby!cts. Samples: Childrenls stories, such as

"The Three Pigs" or "The Gingerbread litn;!' nursery rhymes,

such as "This Little Pig" or "Liti:le Bly Blue;" natural

phenomena, such as the stages in the youth of a Lutterfly

or a frog; everyday events, such as grocery shopping or

going to school. Since all frames from a see-quee are.

identical squares, they are not typical puzzles. Rather,

the skill needed is the ability to arrange the pictures in

a story-telling order.
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V. VOCAL ENCODING

A. Responding to Visual Stimuli

1. Show and Tell. A child brings an object from bome to

share with group. The teacher helps the child to talk

freely if he can but prompting him in the following
manner:

Can you tell me one thing about your ?

Can you tell me two things about your ?

The child is prompno this way until he has tuld as

many things about his object as hecan.

Although the traditional show and tell is a vocal encoding
activity, it is also a "dangerous" one to introduce, It

can begin a tasteless sort of competition, menially
about toys and other pereonal belongings and it has a

monotonous fo-Alet. Once begun, show and tell is often
impossible to stop and it drags on for weeks and months

and even years--into the second grade! Improvisation of

the show and tell format is a safer bet. When the chil.:-

dren are_grOuped in a circle, the teacher asks one question
which each child takes turns answering. Mat did you do
on Sunday wher we were not in school? *mot do you do

downtown? Stand up and ten us what the person next to
you is wearing today. What do you like to do most when
you are all by yourself and have no one to play with?

Tell us what your house looks like. Tell us everything

you can about the bus that brings you to school.) At

first the teacher will have to prompt the children with
more detailed follow-up questions or the response will

be in one word only.

2. Choose and Tell

a) Pick a pane. A large Sears, Roebuck and Co. catalog
is placed clutheA4an6 beh4 24ejehild'is called o
come up and open the book to any page at random. The
child then chooses some object on that .page to tell

the class about. (What color is it? Who uses it?

Where would.you keep it? What does it do.or.whst.is

it for? Wbat is it made out of? Etc.)

b) Pigk and taps box. A variety of everyday items are
kept in a uox and changed from time to time. The

children gather in a circle. One child at a time

picks an item from the box and tells about it. To

avoid difficulty in choosing it ia best to hold the
box high or put a cloth over the top so that the ob-



ject chosen is a surprise to everyone. Sample items:

a hair pin, ear muffs, a penny, a hair net, a paper

clip, an earring, a candle, an eye dropper, t,tc.

c) Grab bag. Items are taken by the children one at a

time from a covered container. Each child tells what

he has in a detailed fashion. Examples: an assort-

ment of fruit is placed in a sack. A child picks out

an orange. ("It is round. It is orange. It has

seeds. It is juicy. It is aweet. It grows on a

tree. I like it.") Au assortment of geometric shapes

is cut from heavy, colore6 posterboard. A child

draws a green triangle. ("t has three sides. It is

green. It looks like the roof of a house. It is

called a triangle.") This game can be wade more in-

teresting if the child does not show his item to the

class but merely tells about it until they guess right-

ly.

d) Pick a Card. (McGraw-Hill, 330 W. 42nd St., N.Y., N.Y.

10036. $1.00.) The large size animal, bird, insect

cards are used. A child draws a card fram a selection

which is face down on the table. "Tell me three things

about the card you have drawn." (The number requested

nay be raised when the chr,dren gain proficiency in

this task.) Responses could be: "It has two legs.

It flies. It lays eggs. It is blue. It eats worms.'

e) Pick a picture. Have a series of simple action pic-

tures and have each child select one and tell a short

story. "Pick out a picture that makes you think of

something. Tell us what it makes you think of. Make

up a story about those people (or animals)." Encourage

and help the child by questions and suggestions.

f) Picture dictionaries. The Cat in the Hat Dictionar

and The Little Golden Distkealm (plus many others) are

suitable books to use in mottvating vocal responses.

The child picks a picture to tell about. His descrip-

tion is supplemented by the teacher who tells what the

dictionary has to say about that particular entry

after the child has finished.

Books. Books like The Big Book of Trucks or The Train

Book or The Wonder Book of Trucks or The Golden Book

of Boats are useful in eliciting vocal responses. AA

the children go through the book they can take turns

telling all about one particular kind of truck -- a

garbage truck, a nail truck, etc. The McGraw-Hill

s)
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Panorama books are also good for such activities.

These books are made of very heavy cardboard and

fold outward and stand up by themselves. The chil-

dren uay take turns telling about each page.

B. Responding to Auditory Stimuli

1. Tell Me What You Want. Since these children do not express

themselves well and tend to use the minimum amount of

language in many situations, it is important to insist on

their verbalizing their needs, desires, etc. Therefore,

when a child pokes the teacher and holds up her paper, ask:

"What do you pant?" At juice tine attempt to elicit comment:

on the type of juice, the flavor of the cracker, eta.

2. Tell Us What YouDid.; Have a period, possibly at the be-

ginning of the school day, in which the children are en-

couraged to tell about something which happened to them

that day or the day before. Some leading questions the

teacher can ask are: "Mat did you have for lunch?" "What

did you do after sf7hool yesterday?" Idho is your best

friend? Why do you like hkf: best?" "Did you see a good

program on television last night?"

3. RolgyaTazi. The teacher chooses a child and whispers

a set of instruce.ons to him. For examp'ke, she leght say,

"Gp to the door, open it and close it three times, turn

around and come back to yrur rhair." The vocal encoding

actiqity is involved when the teacher asks the other

children to describe what the chosen child did. The child

who can include all of the activities performed is chosen

rext. This can be very effective if the teacher whispers

the instructions to the child and if she suggests

that he do rather interesting and unusual things - sit on

the table, peek through his legs, etc. The children are

all anxious to be the performer next and, therefore, begin

to watch very carefully so they can do a good job of de-

scribing uhat they have just seen.

4. Give Us a Hint Have the children think of something or

perhaps they can choose an item from a collection which

they must conceal from the others. Have the child give

a series of hints about the item and others idenlify item.

5. What Do You Like To Do Best? "I want you to think about

the things you like to do best - the things you like to

do at home and the things yot like to do at school. What

do you like to do best, Gary? Is that at home or at

school? What do you like to do best, Darlene?" Etc.



6. Tellpsehat Tollo Show the children how to uske

Christmas wreaths by tracing large plastic coffee lids

with green crayons, adding very small green loops around

this ring, adding a red bow and red berries with a red

crayon, and then cutting it out. The center can be cut

out and the wreath hudg over the end of a branch of the

Christmas tree. The next day: "We need some more Christ-

mas wreaths. Who can tell us how to start making one?

Does anyone else reummber what we did?"

7. Differences and Ilk:messes Pairs of items (two Llls one

big ball, one little ball); Question:: "What do you have?"

Answer: "Two balls." Question: "How aze:they alike?"

Answer: "They are both balls." Now probe for size. Question;

"How are they different?" Answer: "One is big." Eta.

Supply other pairs of items in which the child sees like-

nesses and differences.

What Is I.t? Tell tie About t (Cut out the pictures and

back them with felt.) "Today I shall give each one of you

a picture. Look at it carefully and think of all the things

you ccoild say about 4.t. Raise your hand when you are ready

to teli the class 4out your picture. You: I came up to

the front of the roam and put your picture on the flannel

board. Let's see who can make up the most sentences about

his picture."

9. Paint a Zicture endT.elL.IHalom. "One of the things so many

of you enjoy doing when you have some free time is painting.

You have made such interesting looking pictures I am sure

those pictures would help you tell the class a good stpry.

I think we have time for about three stories today. Who

would like to be first?"

10. sztualumAL. (Use a bowl of real or artificial fruit.)

IlBoys and girls,I know you can all name the fruit I have in

this bowl, but I wonder how much you know about each piece

of fruit. Let's start with the apple. Think of pll the

things you know about apples while I draw a picture of an

apple on the board. Each time you tell me something
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about the apple I'll put a mark under the apple picture.
We'll do the same thing for each piece of fruit we talk

about today. When we finish we'll count the marks. If

I put many marks under the picture of the apple, what will

that tell us? If / put only a few marl% what will that

tell us?"

C. Games

1. Let'skinmtendTolle the Teac er Game " Would you all like
to pretend to be the teacher for a little while? Ybu
will have to tell us how to do something such as coloring
a circle; putting on a coat; buttoning up your coat;
caking steps with the thick and thin blocks; how to work

a new puzzle. What would you like to teaeh.us,Gioria?.,..

Tony?.....Maria? Gary? Darlene? (Give the

children hints if they need help at first.)

2. Guess Who Game "Let's all pretend to be animals in a

zco. But don't tell anyone your name! We will just tell
something about ourselves and see if anyone can guess our

names. Like this: 'I am a large animal with four legs.
I have a very pretty coat with lots of black and white
stripes. Can you guess my name?' (If no one guesses
'zebra', continue on.) 'I look a lot like a horse.'

Good. Now it is your time, Darlene, to describe the ani-
mal you are going to pretend to be."

3. Let's Pretend TO Be Animals on a Jars "We need a farmer

mho takes care of us. Who wants to be the farmer? All
right, I'll come around and you whisper which animal you
are going to be and the sound that animal makes. Good.

Everybody knows which antmal he is. Now, let's pretend
we are hungry and we want the farmer to feed us, So, we

use our animal voices to call him. The farmer will walk
around the table and you 'moo' or 'cackle'. The farmer
will say, liere is your food, cow (if you are mooing):
All right, farmer, you had better feed your animals!"
(The farmer is using auditory decoding; the others are
doing vocal encoding.)

4. Igil.majghtuua Put a child in charge of a foutina
activity, music for instance. Since POI of the songs
four-year-olds learn involve motor respoeses,:.let7thb,1ea-

der Oirict theApoiiin elltwtelcher lhould.impcoviee new
verses.

This is the way we trace in school.
This is the way we drink our juice. .

(to the tune of "All Around the Mulberry Bush")
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5. Guess Mat I Am Looking...41 To begin, the teacher will

have to offer repeated examples. At this point, the

exercise will be auditory decoding. Later, the children

cAn pArt.icipme in the vocal encodine as well. An obiect

in the classroom is described, step by step, until the

children are able to guess what it is. Example: "It is

wade of metal. It is red. It has a handle. It is on

the wail. It has little holes in it. You put a pencil

in one of the holes. You sharpen a pencil with it." gtc.

6. 92222.21.1atIkinof This game proceeds much as

the one described above in Item 5. However, this time a

class of objects is given in order to help define the

responses. Example: Food. Children take turns describing

a food while the other children try to guess what food he

is thinking of. ("It is yellow. I put butter on it. I

eat it with my hands. Sometimes it comes in a can. Then

I eat it with a spoon. It is corn-on-the-cob.") Other
categories could be colors, items of clothing, items of
furniture, aaimals, etc.

Lotto Games Children must decide visually but express
themselves vocally to get the cards they need, and they
are expected to use the proper sentence structure.

qlay I have the picture of grapes."
"I need the red circle."

D. Problem Solving

1. Telling a Story Show a simple picture to the child, a
crying baby in a playpen for instance. Ask leading

questions to get tile: childthinking: "Is the baby happy?

How can you tell? What do you think made him cry?*
Pictures can increase in vagueness as the allies ablaity
to generate imaginative interpretations increases.

2. Con___21._.etirjrzjutza Begin a simple adventure story on a

familiar theme. Utilize any volunteers or perhaps with

a shy group proceeding around the table would be best.
Continue the story as long as is moves without too much
difficulty and then ask someone to give it a happy ending

or a surprise ending.

3. Presenting Children witl_ AstrieL2LEtot202 .Have

the children maager thoi pictures- to tialte 6 story'and then
tell the story. A simple comic strip like "Nancy" may be
used after it has been mounted on lightweight cardboard.
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4. Can You Tell Me Why_

Leaves fall off the trees.
snow stays on the ground.

We have stop signs at corners.

5. What Will We See If

We go to a farm.
We go to the IGA.
We go outside after supper.

6. Have the Child Explain Why He Does Certain yhings,.

Why do you wash your hands?
Why do you pour juice just to that line?
Why do you walk slowly with cookies on a tray?
Why do you put books back on the shelf?

7. Tell Me Hoy::

You get home from school.
Ybur mother cooks supper.
Ybu put up your Christmas tree.

8. Tell Me Where:

You buy shoelaces.
You hang up your coat.
You get your hair cut.

9. Tell He What You Have (Give each child several cardboard

cars and ask identification questions.) "Do you have a red

car with two children in it? Tell ne where the boy is sit-

ting. Who is driving? What color is the girl's dress?
Who else is riding in the car?" Items distributed can be

a variety of pictures, miniatures, or other miscellaneous

objects.



Chin:ter VI

MOTOR ENCODING

A. Fingerplays

B. Pantomtmes

C. Manipulative (Sensory) Experiences

D. Dramatic Play and Free Expression

E. Musical Adaptations
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VI. MOTOR ENCODINQ

A. Fingerplays There are dozens of good books available on

fingerplays. This activity requires careful listening on

the part of the children as well as A Al^t^r VaapnnsAe

B. Pantomimes

1, I44.mleourflirror Children sit before the teacher (or

another child who is acting as the teacher or leader).

The teacher makes a gesture, changes facial expression,

etc. and the children follow suit. The teacher says,

"I am your mirror. Look at ue. Do what I do."

2 WhatAlm rpoing? The teacher whispers to a child what

he is to do and the child acts out that activity for his

classmates to guess. Here are some suggestions: washing

dishes; getting dressed; eating; patting a dog; reading;

sweeping; cooking; rocking a baby; hanging clothes on

the line.

3. What;AnimalAm I? Have some of the children act out the

various ways animals move. Let the others who are the

audience guess or identify the animal. Make the actions

very obvious ones: elephant with a swinging trunk;

fish swimmdng; rabbits. hopping; turtles plodding along;

snakes sliding along the ground. The group executing

the actions uay want to decide on animals themselves.

4. What Can You Do? Have children draw pictures of objects

from a box. (This is done individually.) Each child

would have to demonstrate ehe use of whatever he draws.

Example: Drawing a picture of a pair of bootArthe child

could either act out putting on the boots or walking

through the snow in a pair of boots.

The preceding game can also be played by drawing pictures

of animals from a box. In this game the children imitate

animals (gallop like a horse, waddle like a duck, etc.).

The teacher umst be sure fhat the children have a clear

concept of the animals.included in the collection.

5. MmUlmatell. "I am going to call out the name of a

shape. Then I'm going to ask someone to trace it in the

air, like this for a square, and tell me what he is tracing.

'This is a square.' All right, Gary, trace a triangle.

Good. Tony, trace a circle. Good. Gloria, tzace a

square. Good. Darlene, now listen carefully, trace an

oval. Good. Maria, trace a rectangle. Good." Then call

on different children for different shapes.
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6. Animal Walk Although there are a number of children's

records available on this theme, at first it is expedient

to work with the children yourself and help them to de-

velop an acceptable motor response for each animal. The

record will proceed too rapidly and without enough repe-

tition for young children, and confusicn will result. An

elephant walk can be taught as a slow walk, with the

head forward and the arms together swinging from side to

side like a trunk. A cat can walk very, very quietly.

Etc. As the children become familiar ulth uore domestic

and mild animals, the repertoire can be enlarged. (Birds

can flap, bunnies can hop, storks can stand on one leg,

etc.)

7. How Would You Walk? The children, either as a group or

by taking turnsere asked how you would walk if you were

an old man with a cane, a baby, a giant, a lady in high

heels, a boy in boots that were too big, walking on ice,

walking in deep snow, walking in sticky und, walking

against a very strong wind, walking if you had one broken

leg.

8. umatiaz This can be used as a group activity.

The teacher gives directions; the group executes the

activities. (Roll a ball, bounce a ball, toss a ball ovel

your shoulder, throw a ball to your friend.)

9. Household Pantomime At first it will probably be neces-

sary to bring in actual household iteus to familiarize

the children with their operation. Later they can be

asked to pantomime that operation. Sample items: an egg

beater, a hammer, a screw driver, stirring with a spoon,

swatting flies, ironing clothes, drying dishes, pouring

from a bottle, setting the table, sewing on a button,

painting a wall, scrubbing a floor, sweeping a floor.

10. Schoolroom ,veantomime As the children become familiar

with the school routine and with ordinary school equip-

ment, there are many actions they can pantomime. Sample

items: cutting with scissors, picking up paper scraps

from the floor, sharpening pencils, painting on an imagi-

nary easel, wiping up imaginary spilled juice, drinking

from a water fountain, playing a piano, taking off coats

and hanging them u,N putting on boots, washing your hands.

etc.

11. At Home Pantomime Again, the actions can be categorized

to give the activity greater meaning. Actions concerned

with getting up in the morning: brushing teeth, combing

hair, getting dressed, putting on shoes. Actions con-
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cerned with mealtime: drinking from a cup, setting the
table, cutting with a knife, eating soup. Actions con-
cerned with helping mother or father: dusting, carrying
out the garbage, washing the car, mowing the lawn, wash-
ing windows. Action.; concerned with getting ready for

bed: hanging up clothes, taking off clothes, opening
the bed. In this activity, as well as in the preceding
two, some of the children may be allowed to guess the
action being pantomimed. However, the idea of pantomime
must be developed as well as some skill in pantomime
before the guessing part of the game will be successful.
In the earlier stages it is probably better to have all
children engage in the actions.

12. Show Me

a) "Today we will choose our toys in a new way. You

will be able to use puzzles, building blocks, ham-
mering sets, etc. now, but you have to pretend you
have lost your voice. Show me what you want to use

by pretending to use it. Who is ready to act out

what he wants to use?"

b) "Show me what you got for Christmas by pretending to
play with or use the things. You be first, Gary,

and the rest of us will guess."

c) "Remember when we talked about the things we like to

do best? Let's act out the thing we enjoy doing

best this time. Who vents to start? All right,

Tony."

Have a selection of items used frequently during

school (pencil, crayon, geometric inset, hammer,
simple puzzle, hook, cups, napkins, etc.). "I am

going to hold one of these up and I want you to
pretend to use it." If the children have difficulty,

make hints or demonstrate. Repeat the objects so

that those children who were unable to do it the

first time without copying can practice.
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C. Manipulative (Seusory) Experiences

1. Blocks Give the child three blocks and tellthim to

make a bridge, a triangle, a pile of lumber, a three

layer cake.

2. Cans and Dowels Give the child five cans or dowels of

the same height but graduated in width. Ask him to

make a tower with the thickest can on the bottom.

3. Sumbo Rods Give each child a nine wit rod. Tell him

he is to make four more rods that length by matching

two others. Give him the eight unit rod and see if he

can match the one unit to it. Can he match seven and

two, six and three, five and four?

4 cylinder Blocks Give the child the cylinder block with

cylinders in so he realizes each one has a place. Show

him how they are different, thick to thin, short to tall,

etc. Take the blocks out, mix them uptand tell him to

put each cylinder back in its place. Blindfold him and

let him replace them.

S. pssmineasm Provide child with actual materials he

uses in self help: buttons, zippers, snaps, hooks, shoe

laces. useother articles requiring special techniques: a

purse to open, a watch to yindr.

6. Woodworkinsjools Provide child with materials for

manipulations screw driver, pliers, hammer and nails,

flashlight.

D. Dramatic Play and Free Expression

1. Dramaticllaywithiaress UR:AM-Wall. All free

dramatization is motor encoding. Have a selection of

hats, both for girls and boys, and let the children

pretend to be the person who would wear that hat. Suitable

hats are a fireman's helmet, a cowboy hat, a fisherman's

hat, a nurse's cap, a policeman's hat, etc. Encourage

the children to do things as well as talk like the person

they are pretending tc be. For instance, if the child

is wearing the fireman's hat, suggest he put out a Eire.

The teacher might even show hft how he might use an
immagirmy hose and pto. out that fire.

2. Dramatic gluon Familiar Themes

a) After the children have been told a story many timet
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until they are very familiar with it, have them act

it out. Some good stories for this activity are'The

Three Pigsr'ne Three Beers?eneLittle Red Riding

Hood.° Give each child a partt If the acting stops

or the children b°C.nma cnnfused, the teacher can

repeat that part of the story to provide a elue.for

the children,

b) "Let's make believe we're still home in bed. What

do we do when it's almost time to get mp and get ready

for school?" Encourage the children to make specific

motions of waking, getting dressed, pouring cereal;

eating, etc.

c) Many nursery rhymes lend ZhemsOmes to ilentomtme.

For example, "Jack Be Nimbste'," Mass Muffet,"

"Jack and Jill'," etc. Sometimes the entire class may

act out the same rhyme; at other times they may take

turns acting out a rhyme before the group. The

teacher recites the rhyme, slowly while the children

act it out.

d) Met's pretend to be anCanimish Would yoe like to

play a pretend game about a little animal? First,

you must guess the name nf thls animal. Readyi

It is not very big.

Its home is in a tree.

It has a long furry tail.

It will eat all kinds of nuts.

It is a

Good! You guessed that it was a squirrel. Close

your eyes and repeat after me: 'Quee, quee, quee!'

Now you are a squirrelL. You are a baby squirrel

curled up in your nest in the tree. You are tired

of being a baby. You want tc be a grown up squirrel,

like mother.

One day Mother Squirrel leaves the nest to hunt for

food. 'New is my chance!' you think. 'I'll climb

down this tree and see what this big, wide, world

is like.'

On the grow:id you look all

can find. Over there is a

fun to climb up om the log

it? Ooops! You slipped!

around to see what you

tag log. Wouldn't it be

and run up and down on
Back on the ground!"



What else cati you see? Oh! Look at those pretty
red berries. Are they good to eat? Ugh! Well,

you weren't very hungry for berries!

Then you spy a b4 stump. Off you go to play

'King on a Stump- Be careful! You backed up
too far and almost fell off your stump.

Something drops to the ground. A nut! A nut
tree is over there. You race to the tree and grab

a nut. While you are busy eatingta big red fox
creeps quietly toward you. Just as he is about
to pounce on you,a Redbird calls out, Ilanger!
Run, Little Squirrel, run!' Up the tree you go as

fast a:, you can go.

After awhile the fox goes away. You climb down

the tree very, very quietly. On the ground you

look all around. Then you hurry from tree to tree
until you come to your very own tree. Up you climb

until you reach your nest. You curl your long,

bushy tail around you. Aa you drop off to sleep,

you think, 1Maybe a grown up squirrel doesn't have
so much fun after all!' "

e) For a day that looks like snow. C 4_

'This morning when me talked about the weather we
decided it could start snowing almost any minute.
How would you like to play a pretend story about a
little snauflake? Good! I thought you would.

Remember, now, a little snowflake cannot talk.

It moves about easily, lightly. A little snowflake
would never clump, clump about, would it? Of

course not. As you play this story I'd like to see
how many parts of your body you can move. Are you

ready? Well, then,

Close your eyes and count to three.
A little white snowflake you will be.

Adventures of a $nowflake. High above the earth

are many big, grey clouds. There ars so many clouds
they seem to cover the whole sky. You, Little
Snowflake, are in one of these clouds. There are
so many snowflakes in the cloud with you that you

move restlessly here and there. As you move about,

you keep bumping lightly into each other. Finally,

the cloud says very crossly, 'All right,you snow-
flaku, if you can't keep still, out you go!'
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Out of the cloud you tumbleond you begin to float
toward the earth. You float easily, lazily, down,
down, dowa!

Suddenly the wind begins to blowiand you float
faster - here, there. What is that tall, dark
monster below you? It seems to reach out with
hundreds of arms to catch you. You try to float
past it, but you can't. The wind is pushing you
down, down, You land on one of the monster's
arms and there you stay, stuck fast. You are on
top of thousands of your friends who were cw-sht
there before you. You tug and you pull, but you .

cannot:. get away. Finallyiyou just rest quietly.

You look all around. What can you do? Will this
monster eat you? Then the wind begins to blow
harderoand the monster's arms begin to sway back
and finth, back aad forth. Suddenly you feel
yourselesUpping. Woosh! There you go, you and
thousands of your friends. Down, down you tumble
toward the ground. Hy this time you are so tired
you snuggle up close to your friends and fail fast
asleep. The big, grey clouds are empty nowand
they silently begin to disappear.

When morning coues,the bright sun awakens you.
You squirm sad try to keep its bright light out
of your eyes. After awhile the sun climbs higher
in the skyiand a shadow falls over you. Now you
can see! The shadow is made by a big tree. Was
that the monster who had caught you with one of
its many arms?

Just then you hear voices. You look up and you
see two children runnivg toward you.

40h, the beautiful, beautiful snow!" cries the little
girl. 'I think I'll Lie down in it and be a snow
angel.Q.

'You can be an angel if you want to,' said the boy.
'I'm going to make a snowman. The snow is just
right for packiag.'

You watch as the boy picks ur- soue snow and makes
a ball. Then he puts the snowball on the ground
near you and begins to roll it in the snow. Soon
his snowball rolls right over yovind you are
caught up In it. Over and over you roll - over4
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l'and over. Now it is very dark because you are
somewhere inside the big snowball. What will
happen : you? Will you ever see the bright sun
again?

The rolling stops and youlie very still. You can
hear the voices of the childreniand you wish you
could see what they are doing. After awhile you'
hear the boy say happily, 'My snowman is almost

finished. I think I'll just push away some of

the snow right here. Then it will look as though

my snowman has legs.'

Now there is light. Some of the snavilakes that
covered you have been pushed away. You can see

again. You see the children jumping around you

as they say, 'What a handsome snowman! Maybe
he will last all winter!' You feel very proud.

Then the children go awayland soon it is night.
You cuddle up close to your friends and go to
sleep.

When the morning sun awakens you, you feel some-
how that things are different. The sun is brighter,

warmer,and you seem to shrink a little. Then you,

too, seem to be changing. All at once you become a
drop of watetand you roll dawn to the ground. You

are no longer a snowflake!"

f) How do I feel? Another Activity.would be
to have the children attempt to act out feelings.
This is more difficult than simply going through
gestures, but if the teacher demonstrates and helps
the children they should be able to become more
skillful in this area. The teacher should tell a
story at first to attempt to set the mooda. SW" ...

should use gestures and varying tones of voice to
help the story along. Some feelings which could be

acted out are: happiness, sadness, hurt, headache,

stomachache, yawning for sleepiness, earache, etc.

g) Shag me. This is an activity which can be doneafter
any story or interesting event. Ask the children to

draw a picture about whatever happened.

Give each child a piece of chalk and roam at the
blackboard. "Draw a man on the blackboard. I'll
come around and help you and you can point to the
parts I ask you for, such as the head." If the
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child has done a very crude job, just a head for
instance, suggest he add a Sody.. Have 'him feel his

head, etc. .. .

E. Musical Adaptations

1. Songs with Motor Encoding There are many pre-school
songs which require acting out. A few me have tried
include:

"Up on the Mountain no by Two" (Let me see

you make a motion.)

"This Is HOW the Father Indian Plays upon His
Drum"

"Sally's Hammers" (one haumer, right hand;
two hammers, left hands fhree hammers, both
feet; four hammers, nodding head)

"Did You Ever See A Lassie" (go this way and
that--motor directions vary)

"Here We Go 'Round the Mulberry Bush" (wash
..

our clothes, sweep fhe floor, etc.) . .

"Loohy Loo" (put your right foot in, take
your right foot out, etc.)

"I'm Very, Very Tall"

2. What Song_Is This? Have the children act out all the
verses to a song.Supply the activity first3and then
identify the song.

3. ThisIstts. Have a doll or teddy
bear for the children to observe. Have the doll move
in various ways and have children duplicate fhe actions;
walking stiff-legged, walking sideways, walking with a high
kick, etc. Have the doll assume different positions
and move in those ossumed positions. Have the children
duplicate the actions of the doll.

4. Creating Original Stories Tell the children a story
which would fit in with a musical piece you are going
to play for the children. For example, tell a story about
a little Indian boy who does a rain dance for his tribe
so the corn will not die. He dances and it rains, saving
the crops. Then play a suitable piece of musie.'
The "Apache Dandelwould be a good choice. Have the children
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pretend they are the little Indian boy and do a rain
dance. Vusic from the Nutcracker Suite is also good
for this type of activity with more advanced children.

5. Musical Stories "The Giant in the Woods..."
"One day a group of children are walking through the woods.
All of a sudden they sae a giant fast asleep. Being --
fraid of this giant, the children scamperbehind some ar-
by bushes. One brave boy ventures out to prove that
he is not afraid. Walking around and around the giant,
he finally jumps over the giant and does it again and
again. Finally he beckons to his friends to came join
htm. All the children come out and one by one jump over
the giant. The last child to jump trips and falls on
the giant awakening htm. Again the children scamper be-
hind the bushes. The giant smiles at tht children and
beckons them to come out; he is a friewdly giant. The
children all join hands and form a circle around the giant.'

6. The Apple Orchard "Did you ever pick a big, red apple
from a tree in an apple orchard? I see a few of you
have. Was it fun? Would you all like to pretend that
you are going to the apple orchard? Well, then, we'll
go. But first I went you to listen to this music. It
will tell you whether you are to run, walk)or skip to
the apple orchard. Raise your hand when you know how
the music wants you to move. Good! The music tells
you to walk. When the music stopslyouwill be in a big
apple orchard.

Now you are in the orchard. There are many treesland
each tree has a ladder that reaches to the tap of the
tree. Under each tree there is a bag. Pick up the bag
and climb up the ladder into the tree. Pick the apples
one at a time and put them into your bag. When the bag
is full, climb dawn the ladder. You have worked very
hard and you are very hungry. Choose a big, iuicy apple
from ye= bag: Sit dcwn undctr a tree and eat your apple.
While you are eating,listen to the music Chat will tell
you how you are to go home.

Can you tell me how the music wants you to move? Right!
Now skip away home until the music tells you to stop."
(Material needed - record with walk and skip rhythms.)

7. Halloween Witches 'We have been singing songs about
witches. We have drawn witches. Now, how would you like
to pretend to be witches? Good! I thought you would!
Before you can be a witchlI want you to listen to some
music. This is very mysterious sounding music and it
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should make you think of witches and how they move.

These old witches gallop on broomsticks and leap over

haystacks or maybe over the moon. Raise your hand when

you think the music tells you to leap. Put your hand

down:when the music tells you to gallop again. Very

good: Now you are ready to be witches." (Material

needed - Record No. 1553-B., Bomar Records)

8. p__&e.A.11risl_ecoratintinasree 'Didn't we have fun

decorating our Christmas tree? Suppose we listen to .

some music that will make you think of the way we moved

when we decorated our tree. When we started to decor-

ate our treeohere were the ornaments? Right! They

were on the floor. 'To get an ornament, you hid,lolbend

dowft to pick it up: Then some of you had to stretch

if you wanted to put the ornament high on the tree.

Let the music tell you when to bend down to pick up an

ornament and when to reach high to put it on the tree."

(Materials needed - Record 1554 B, Bowmar Records.)

9. Eister Bunny* Biding Eggs "Would you like to pretend to

be an Easter bunny? All right! Now you are an Easter

bunny with a big basket of Easter eggs. You hop from

place to place hiding eggs for all good little children.

To help you with your bunny hopping%I shall play some

music. The music will tell you when to stop hopptng and

when to hide the eggs." (Materials nteded - Record 1555 A,

Bowman Records.)

10. 1121111.51131204 es%

a) Moving to the beat of the drum.

b) Let the music tell you how to move.

c) Rhythmic movement with chiffon scarves. Materials

needed: a rainbow assortment of filmy chiffon scarves,

two for each child is best; records or one teacher

available at the piano. The children usy use the

scarves for rhythmic movementg but they also may use

them to give impressions of actual events: birds

flying, boats sailing, a tree in the wind, leaves

falling, fire burning, etc.
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D. Use of Word Omission and Sound Blending



VII. AUDITOWY VOCAL AUTOMATIC

A. Use of Concrete Materials to Encourage Grammatically Correct
Responses

1. Miniatures andMode1s These miniatures may be used in nany
wAys to provide situations for good grammatical drill. ("Th(

father is taller than the mother. The baby is in the mother'

arms. The children are playing on the floor. The mother is

calling them." Etc.) Verb forms, singular and com-

parative terms, prepositions may be drilled through the use
of manipulative miniatures. Of course, the child uust hear
the correct model and make the vocal response, he cannot
be allowed simple "free play" with the miniatures. A child
may be allowed to play freely with the models if he tells
What he is doing. Then the teacher nay correct his language
pattern or supply the needed models.

a) Toys by the pound. (Creative Playthings, Inc. Princetor
New Jersey, 18540.) Approximately 100 pieces by volume,
one pound by weight.

b) Bendable figures. They bend easily and may be posi-
tioned to walk, sit, ride, etc. Scaled 1" to l' (father
is 6"). Rubber, with plastic coating.

1) Bendable Rubber Integrated Communitl Workers.
Set of 6. Includes worker, captain, policeman,
nailman, conductor., and fireman.

B319 (1 lb.4 oz.) $9.75

2) Negro Family. Five members: Mother, father, son,
daughter, and baby.

B492 (12 ozs.) $8.25

3) White Family, Five =Eters: 11.-Aher, father, son,
daughter and baby.

B292 (12 oz.) $8.25

4) Bendable Rubber Negro Grandmother and Grandfather.

B450 (10 oz.) $3.75

5) Bendable Rubber White Grandmother and Grandfather....

8350 flO oz.) $3.75

c) Sculotn r4...5.2..noo. Set of 7, scaled 1" to 1'.
Buoo (1 lb.14 oz.) $6.95
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d) Stationary figures. These rubber figures are similar

in size and appearance, and have the same tactile

appeal as bendable figures. They do not have the

interior armature that allows them to take a variety

of positions.

1) aglimuyllubbeu. White Community.!Eorkers. Set of

5: Fireman, policeman, doctor, nurse, mailman.

11305 (14 oz.) Set $5.25

2) steticIMILIAMIJEMELOSAWILIMME10 set ef

5: as above.
8405 (14 oz.) Set $5.25

3) astkomy Rubber White Family. Set of 5: Father,

mother, brother, sister, and baby.
11290 (10 oz.) Set $4.95

4) Stettionau Rubber Negro Family. Set of 5: as above.

13407(10 oz.) Set 4.95

2. Wjapreatia Have containers (boxes.4or pie pans cf two r"
sizes) and a red.and a white poker chip (or.equivalent. . .

objects). Place the red Chip in the big container and nave
the children verbalize: "The red chip is in the big box ."

Place the wbite chip in the little box and have the children

verbalize. Place the red chip in the big box and the white

chip on the table. Have the children verbalize: "The red
chip is in the big box." Ask the question: "Is the white

chip in the big box?" ?robe for the Answer: "No, the white

chip is not in the big box."

3. RelationskialoChild's Bodx. pince body image and the use

of prepositions (acquired by auditory-vocal automatic prow:

cess) are both areas in which the culturally deprivtd pre-

schooler is weak, the following drill is useful. The teacher

uses a small object (pencil, eraser, penny) and places it in

relationship to the chili. At first the teacher supplies the
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model. "The penny is behind your (sr. The penny is over

your head. The penny is on your head. The penny is on,

your nose. The penny is under yan:shoe. The penny is in

your pocket. Tha penny is under your chair," Etc: After

each statement, the teacher asks, "Where is the penny?"

and the child answers, "Th-r) penny is over my head." Etc.

Later, the child should anl ier the question without having

been supplied the modA retAnse. ThP game may be varied

by giving the children viries and a blocs or a small doll,

etc. The children follow the command and repeat the model.

"Put the penny under the block." °The penny is under

the blocek." "Put the penny between two blocks." Child:

"The penny is between two blocks."

4. Hoe ant Using counting boas, picturee and objecto, have

the children form plurals of nourc, Say "I have ace bloak.

How many do yols havel4 Have the child answer, "I have two

blocks." This activity can be done P,pitn pxofttably in eau*

jlancricm vtth tow,ting exercises, The child leans to say

the number 1.1 flttlag5 aud what those things are, 'Ain the

plural, For e-faample, "X dte four daub I see three piga.

I sue six adce," Once this pattern is learned, the teacher

caul uce this activiVy for a few seconds throughout the day's

other lessons,

B. Use of Cut-outs and Pictures in Eliciting Gramatically Correct.
Respousds (Less concrete visual ttimuli.)

1, InstructoNo. 27, trithar....sular.z. (Teachers
Publishing Corporation, Darien, Connecticut, 06820. $1.95.)
The cardboard flocked cut-outs are useful with a standard

felt board in teaching correct language models, particularly
the comparative terms. The cut-outs illustrate concepts
such as many-few, more-less, big-little, young-old, long-
kkort etc. Although this set is called arithmetic readip
nese, it is very useful in creating situations for the
stimulation of grammatically correct responses.

2. Flannel Board Cut-outs (Milton Bradley Co., Springfield,

Massachusetts, 01101.) Over 1414 stars, hearts, discs, birds,

trees, flags, and rabbits. For teaching primary arithmetic
by relating objects to numbers on the Plan-O-Graph.
Ho. 7603 $2.00

The flannel board cut-outs can be used effectively for drill
in singular and plural. Counting activities im . which the
child says the noun mord pictured as vell as the number are
also effective. Example: Child egys one 2sun, twoltEgg,
three pennies, four pennies, instead of merely counting the
gennies by saying one, two, three, four.
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3. 922921112amlat2 Using the Opposite Instructo game and

other pictures, the teadher can have activities stressing

the use of tense. The teacher points to one picture and

aays, "The boy will so." Then she pante tn the next

picture and says, "The boy is " Me children must

say "gone" because there is no boy in the picture and gone

is the past tense. (Jacronda Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.31, Pa.)

4. Pictures forjimular and Plural Fini an assortment of

pictures so that each dbject is pictured as a single unit

and in another picture as a multiple unit. (One apple, two

or more apples; one child, many children; etc.) First,

establish to your satisfaction that the children know the

proper words for the singular and plural of each object by

pronoencing the singular or plural of the objects and having

the children point to the picture they think it represents.

Thus, "I will call out the name of some of the things in

theee pictures and you point to the picture you think I

am talking about. For instance, point to the kniveo, the

knife. Point to the Oen. Point to the child." Etc.

If the children have difficulty making the differentiation$

you will then have to establish the correct terminology

through the use of suggested activities mentioned above.

However, if the children can differentiate the singular

and plural, you can alter this activity by 'having the

children take turns holding up a picture and letting the

other children identify it.

5. Raia2ELILJMLyindow.... (See sample on following page.)

This exercise and similar ones can be devised to provide

simple visual stimuli to evoke grammatically correct re-

sponses. The teacher provides the correct model when

necessary. Comparative concepts could be taught with this

stencil: most, many, few, fewer, fewest, single. In Easel

andi.j.....steninGanea, see Auditory Decoding, A,3,c, there

are many simple visual situations which require responses

of considerable grammatical refinement.

6. ..........m.a.p.z....lelSertss....ProviditlIce. In conjunction with lotto and

matching and classification games, the children should be

presented with a model sentence to describe what they are

doing and why. For example, in the store classification
activity, they should be presented with the model, "I have

a and it belongs in the store." This can

be done with most association activities.
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7. EILIA12:4Amme Lotto (Childcraft Equipment Co., Inc. P.O.

Box 280, Madison Square Station, New York, New York, 10010.,

$1.00.) The gaue contains six playing boards and forty-
pight picture:IA fnr riddla And rhyming. The teacher would

need to read the riddle-rhymes, but the children could
provide the rhyming answer and the correct picture for the
lotto board.
Erample: "It's made of wood

And rhymes with hat.
To hit a baseball
You need a .

Child responds with word "bat" and finds the correct pie-
ture card to place on the lotto board.

8. ....2.1:1CitbojMasjiteem This has flannel cut-outs by Mary

Jackson Ellis. (Teachers Publishing Corporation, Darien,
Connecticut, 16820.) This set includes over 100 flannel
cut-outs and a 48 page book of rhymes which fit the pic-
tures.

Example: I met a toad
On a road

See a hen
In a pm

The underlined words
have accompanying
pictures.

Tap your toe
Start the show

Came to town
See a clan

This set may be used in a variety of ways. Usually the
children are asked to supply the second rhyming word. A
visual clue may be given (child chocses the correct word
from looking at four or five pictures), but the child may
also be asked to provide a rhyming word without a picture
clue. Wein pictures are provided, the child may be asked
to choose both rhyming words. The teacher may place on the
table rhyming word pictures in pairs, including some pairs
which do not rhyme. The children are asked to name the pair:
and take out those which do not rhyue (d0 not sound alike).
The teacher may give rhyming riddles, such as: "I am think-
ing of an animal.. It hae four legs. It has a long tail.
It rhymes with hat." (cat) Rhyming pictures are placed at
random on the flannel board. A child chooses one picture
and then looks for another picture which rhymes with the
first one ha chose. He then repeats both words and places
the pair on the chalk ledv.
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9. Use of Lotto Games for Sound Blendina Use the "Go Together"

lotto game, but in a new way. "This time I will not hole

up the little card, but will call out part of its name,

like this - 'ch - a - j - r' - and you will look on your

cards to see if you have it. If you do, say its name and

I will!. then give you the little card to cover up your

picture." It might be necessary to go over the little

cards first, holding them out and sounding out their names

in this fashion before actually beginning Cles game.

10. Varied Use of Materials It is obvious from the above

activities that materials can be used in a. variety of ways it

drills for emphasis in various areas of grammar. Thus, a

lotto game could be used at one time to emphasize the use of

model sentences and at another time to stress sound blending.

C. Use of Model Sentences to Improve General Grammar

1, Middle!-class Vother_Wdel Insofar as the teacher has the

courage and the stamina, she allows no grammatical error

to go uncorrected. The right model is provided and the

child ia to repeat the correct pattern immediately. In

many instances, all 4he children caa repeat the mJdel to-

Rether to avoid self-consciousness on the part of a single

child. Whenevel possible, complete senPentes are required

for all responses. It is not feasible to insist on a come

pleta senteftue for all responses because an entirf?, lesson

plan can bog down in the constant demanding of a sentence
form. Particularly is this true when new material is being

prssented. Aater the nmi voc&lulary o soncept has been

partially masteTa, it can be absorbed Jute a sentence re-
sponse.

2. Circle Activity For ti.6.Mst several days until naTec are
familiar, the teacher expleins, lay name is (1mher's novie).
Will you say good morning to me? When I tap you, will ym
tell us what your name is and we will say good morning to
you. Will you say, 'My name is Tasha'? We'll say 'Good
morning, Tasha." Skip any child who is shy an6 finds this
threatening.
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3. Music Activqy Teach the first verse of a song.sna as

"The Wheels on the Bus." This is the model that the chil-

dren should.followin this song:

"The wheels on the bus go around and around,

around and around,
around and around*
The wheels on the bus go around_and_sroind

all through the town."

The underlined words are the ones which change from verse

to verse, although the pattern stays.the same. 112 order tO

sing new verses which are introduced frequently once the

children have learned the pattern, the children, must apply

the pattern or>in other words, use the model. Another (1011f

which is of the same type is "When Mary Wears Ber Blue

Dress."

Calendar Activity Emphasize names and sentence structure

"Today is Monday, November first."

5. juice Activitv Each child must ask for his crackers and

juice in a correct way. "May I please have some more pi;

6. Association Activities Supply the correct sentence model

in ali visual-motor association games (as well as in all

areas of the curriculum).

"This is a
"This is not ai. e

ft

'These are alike because this one has and this

has
"These are different because this one has and

this one has
"They both have
ft does not belong there because

II

7, Talking Time (after a holiday) "Let's tell each other

what we ate for Thanksgiving. I had turkey and dressing

and gravy, I had pumpkin pie, too," Each child has a

turn and must respond in complete sentences, sot

words,

6. Tape Recorder,. Brief lessons may be recorded completely

and then parts played back to the children so that they

may hear exactly how they responded. However, before the

tape recorder can be used effectivelytta great deal of .

familiarity with the machine is necessary, At first the

recorder will ruin the lesson plan. After the novelty hc

worn off, it can be effective. Avery limited use is bee
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at first. Teacher makes a statement and each child makes

the same statement. Play back immediately. Teacher asks

a question. Each child answers that question or a new one.

Play back immediately. Children count pennies, up Pr% five

perhaps. Record the counting and play back. Children give

their names and describe what they are wearing. Play back

immediately. The suggestions above would not be done at

one recording session. Rather, the daily use of the machine

for five minutes is recommended.

D. Use of Sound Blending and Word Omission

1. Farm Animals 'Ve are going to pretend to be animals on a

farm. Wt won't tell our full name though. When it is your

turn, just start your name - like this: 'I am a co..' and

the rest of us will guess the rest of your name." If the

children have trouble starting, go around to each suggesting

an animal if necessary or helping them with the beginning.

(How., sh....., pi.., ch.....)

2. "Tell Xe at Whom I'm Loolsyst
I see a girl named Ta .

I see a boy named To .

I see a boy named Ti .

3. Riddle Format. A sound blended mord can be given as a sort

of riddle. Further hints can be provided or the blending

can be speeded up until the child can provide the word.

Another way to incorporate sound blending into the regular

classroom routine is to sound any word answer that the

children are unable to provide. Instead of providing

further information to help the child come up with the right

word, as one would usually do, the teacber sounds the

answer slowly; b-a-s-k-et, speeding up the sounding

as necessary.

Examples:

"I Spy." The teacher says: "Boys and girls,

we are going to play a game called 'I Spy'.

I will say 'I spy', and you will say, 'What

do you spy?' Then I will say, 'I spy some-

thing that starts with a (sound of

letter).' Then you will try to guess the

thing. If you dl guess what I see, then it

is your turn to say, 'I spy."
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"I'm Thinking of Samegang."
The teacher says:

"Let's play a new game. I will tell you something

about a thing you can see in this room. I will

eleo lake the beginning sound of the object. Axe

you ready?"

"I am thinking of something in this roam that

a) is green. You write on it with chalk.

It &low ^U(allthnard)ia UOM .o

b) is made of wood. You sit on it. It is

a ch(ais.).

c) is made of paper. It has pictures in it.

We look at it. It is a b(222)."

4. meissamst "Can you make a rhyme? Let's see if you can

finish these sentences:

Find your nose, touch your

Take a nap, put your hands in

The little mouse ran into his

My little cat found a funny

The big black dog jumped over

The little bunny looked very

(toes).

your (lap).

(house).

(hat).

a
(funny)."

vaIMIOMMIONO

5. Completion of Familiar Songs Use some of the songs and

finger plays with which the chiddren are familiar and say

most of the mrords, skipping or matting a word here and

there for the children to fill in. Thus, "The wheels on

the go around and around, around and around, around

and around. The wheels on the bus go around and around, al

through the

6. Forming See if the children can complete

the sentences:

"I have two hands and two (indicate feet)."

"If I have one loose tooth I can chew with all my other

(indicate teeth)."

"I have one nose to smell with, but Tony and I together

have two (touch noses)."

7. Help in Changing Tenses See if the children can complete

the sentences:

Ve will sing in school today. Yesterday me

"I can run fast when I play baseball. Yesterday

tag and I ....(ran)."

"I am going home when the bus comes. Tomorrow I

"I rode on the bus yesterday. Today I will

(Switch Phis and see if they know ade..)

(sang)."

I played

will ...(g

(ride)."
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8. Ute of Books. Books which follow a repetitive stylP rete

useful as auditory closure drills. (WI That Ball, Peter

johnson and His Guitare EV Ball of _String, A fly Went &Es

etc.) Either the illustrations or the reetitivestyle:Oill

supply the necessary clue for the children to respond to

words which the teacher leaves out of the story. In some

cases, the rhyue will be the clue.t
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D. Recall of Directions

E. Rtcall of Story Content

F. Action Games
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VIII. AUDITORY VOCAL SEQUENTIAL

A. Recall of Familiar Class Items

1. Props Use props during initial stages until children

know what is expected of them.

a) Geometric shapes. Give each child a set of geometric

inserts. "Naw, I want you to listen very closely. I

am going to call on you and call out three different

shapes - such as 'circle, square, oval.' Then you

will tell everyone those names and hold up the shapes

in the order as they were named. Like eis: (Demon-

strate.) All right, Darlene, I am going to call on

you first: 'A rectangle, a triangle, a circle.' Now

you say them. Now hold them up...first, the re ,

that's it." Proceed on to the other children.

b) Grocery list. Men this game is introduced and for

several sessions after, it is probably a good idea to

use props. An egg carton, a butter box, a soap con-

tainer, empty tin cans with the labels left on, etc.

are given to the children as the grocery list grows.

"I went to fhe store to buy butter. I went to the

store to buy butter and eggs. I went to the store to

buy butter, eggs, and milk." Etc. When the children

understand the format, the objects can be placed unde

the table. Later, the game can be played with no pro.

at all.

An alternate way of playing fhis game would be to use

a group of (empty) grocery containers (cans, boxes).

Start with three. "Let's pretend this shelf is a gro

cery store and I am putting out some groceries." (Li

up the 3 containers.) "What have I put in this row?

Let's name them: milk, eggs, oleo. Goods Now

turn around and look at this (walking around opposite

the shelf) side of the roam. Don't look back...and

tell me the things we put on the shelf. What was fir

...next?...and last?....Good. Now I will change the

raw around. All right. Let's name the groceries now

'oleo, milk, eggs. Now turn around and look across

the room." Etc.

c) Travel games. Suitcase Packing. Children sit around

a table ln small groups (four to'six'childten). Eacb

child adds a new item that will be put into the suit-

case after repeating the ones which have already beer

mentioned, in the order of their original presentatic
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Example: Child One: "I am going on a trip. I will

put shoes in my suitcase." Child Two: "I am going

on a trip, I will put shoes and socks in my suit-

case." Child Three: "I am going en a trip. I will

put shoes andenrksand a toothbrush in my suitcase."

Etc.

d) Additional Variations of memory games:

1) "The farmer went into the barn and saw a horse."

(cow, pigs, etc.)

2) "The farmer's wife went into the garden to pick

beans." (corn) beote, potatoes, etc.)

3) Animals in the barn. (Cut out the farm animals

and back them with felt. Cut out the barn and

paste it to a side of a small box. Pin box to

flannel board. Farm animals are put in the box.

"I have .a p4cture on the 'flannel board that is

going to help us play remembering game. I'm

sure everyone recognizes the picture. Right!

It is a barn. Now in this barn are some animals

If you listen you will know which animals are ir

the barn because I am going to make some animal

sounds. I will make three or four sounds so dot

say anything until I finish. Then I will ask 4(

one to tell ue the names of the animals whose sc

I made first, decond, and third. If you are riE

the animals will come out of the barn. Ready?"

After a child has named the animals in the righ

sequence and the animals have come out of the bi

another child could put them back into the barn

in the order in which they came out. Game coul

continue with another sequence of animals.

4) Onmytlay to school. "Did you see anything spec

on your way to school this morning? Good: Many

you did. If you didn't see anything especially

interesting, suppose you think of something tha

you wouldilike to have seen. Then let's play c

remelmbering gaue,only this time we'll aay, 'On

my way to school I saw (a squirrel, etc.)."
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5) I vent to the ioo. "Remember how much fun we had

when we vislted tne zoo? Haw many zoo animals can

you name? Shall we play our remembering game

using the zoo animals? This time we might say,

'I went to the zoo. I saw an elephant that ate
peanuts.' The next person might say, want to

the zoo. I saw an eleghant that ate peanuts and

a lion that roared." Continue until the childrer

have difficulty remembering the sequence.

6) Toy store. "If you could go to a toy store and

Wirrila what would you choose? I see everyone

has something he would Like to get. Would you

like to play a game remembering toys the way we

did before?"

7 Santa brought me. Opprcpriate for the first day
iwn'=31--:Cnristroas vecation) 1Would you:like

to talk about the gifts you got for Christmas?
Some of you told me about them before the bell
rang, but I think the whole class would like to
hear about them. Suppose we spend some time talk-
ing about your gifts and then it might be fun to
play our temembering Same. This time the first
person will say, 'Santa brought me a

.11

8) Eating. "Can you remember what I want to eat?
raTit'ilungry I would like to have one glass of
milk, two baloney sandwiches, three codkies, four
cherries, and five pieces of candy." If the chil-
drencanrepeat this, keep adding items. Vary the
game by letting une child begin and fhe next child
repeat and add.

9) Vegetable soup. "How many of you boys and girls
like vegetable soup? Can you -ate same of the

vegetables that would be use making vegetable
soup? Good, you named quite h. few. Ntw let's
play a game to see how well you can remenber the
vegetables that are used in the soup. We will pla
the game this way: The first person in Raw 1 will
say, 'I made some vegetable soup. In my soup I
put some tomatoes.' The next person mdght say,
'I usde some vegetable soup. In my soup I put
some tomatoes and beans.' The next person would
add one nore vegetable. When we get to the end of
Row 1 we'll have one pot of soup. Raw 2 can start
another pot."
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10) Fruit salad. "How many of you boys and girls like

fruit salad? Name some of the fruit that might be

used. Do you remember how we played the vegetable
sane? Fine! Well plAy rbs4 fruit salad eame

the same way." If the children don't remember,

explain as in the gzwe above.

B. Recall of More Abstract Numbers, Letters, and Rhythms

1. Numbers

a) Rote counting in proper sequence. Have the children

learn how to count from one to ten or from ten to

twenty. Three or four numbers will be the most that

they can remember at a time, so one, two, and three

should be taught, then four, five, and s4-, etc.

Also, count the children at juice time.

b) Telephone numbers. Using two play telephones, have

the children call each other. The teacher is the

operator, and the children must call her in order to

get the telephone numbers of their friends. The teache

should attempt to give the more proficient children

longer series to remember in order to challenge all

equally. In order for the child to reach his friends,

then, he nmst repeat the series correctly or he obtains

a wrong number.

c) Elevator boy. One child is chosen as the elevator boy

or girl. The other children are passengers on the ele-

vator. Each child in turn names the floor at which he

wants to get off. The elevator boy repeats these num-

bers and ends by saying, "Everybody off." Example:

"First floor, second floor, tenth floor, thirteenth

floor, everybody off." (Ideally, the children would

give their numbers in order, but since this would be

impossible, no harm is done if the elevator boy names

floors in an order different from a numerical pro-

gression.)

d) Programmed tapes for the tape recorder. Partly for pur-

poses of novelty and motivation and possibly for purpost

of saving time and giving individual help, the teacher
prepares memory drill tapes. These could be varied in

content. Example: The teacher would record digits,
lyinpang with only two numbers. A pause would follow
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during which the child or children listening would

repeat the numbers. The number of digits would gra-

dually increase. The same tape could be used for

severtl 6601110:10. For thecae chgldran uhn have ',elf-

control this lesson could he done with a minimum of

teacher control, thus freeing the teacher to work with

amther child on some other area of work. (Other

drills, in addition to digits, could of course be re-

corded,)

e) Finger Ouppets and hand puppets. These are useful

in motivating memory drill. The puppet then repeats

the digit aeries, nonsense syllables, word list, etc,

which the teacher presents,

2. Letters

Name Letters, The children might be taught to spell

their names through repetition of this activity:

"Tony, say these letters after ma: T-041-14"

3, Rhythms The repetition of rhythmic patterns (auditory-

motor sequential), These patterns can be varied almost

endlessly, (Short, long. Short, short, longs Long, ihort,

long. etc.) The response may be made with coffee can

drums, with rhythm sticks, with hand clappingo

*stall of Songs, Pitger Plays, and.:Nitreery.R.hymes

1. Songs in which the Sequence of Number Is Em hasized:

Ten Little Indians
Band of Angels
Three Crowe

2, kma uence of Itvms or Qbjects Is

Ejnhatima:
014 MacDonald's Farm
The Farmer in the Dell
Sally's Hammer
The TWelve Days of Christmas
This Old Man
I Know an Old Lady
The Mulberry Bush

30 ....s....FinerPl.as.anreero.Um_:
A Ball
Hands on Shoulder
Five Squirrels

.Y1
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Five Jack-o-Lanterns
PiV6 Children
One, Two, Buckle vs Shoe
0-- Potato, TVA PAtIlltAea

Five Fat Piggies:
Five fat piggies, standing by the door;
One ran away,
And then there were four,
Pour fat piggies, asleep under a tree,
One woke up, and then there were three.
Three fat piggies see a cow that says No00."

One piggy jumpod, and than there were tuo..

Two tat piggies, having lots of fun,
One got tired, and then there was one.
One fat piggy, alone in the sun,
He ran away, and then there were none.

D. Recall of Directions

1. lband TALL The teacher whispers to a child a series of
directions such as,"Go to the door, knock on it once, and
cone back to your seat. Now tell us what you did." The
teacher shoul0 be sure the instructions are not too compli-

cated and that the main factor involved is memory.

2. Tomayhat I Touch The teacher initiates the gaue by get-
ting up, touching an item in the room, and then touching or

calling on a child. "Fou touch what I touched; then touch

something else; then call on another child. He will touch

everything we touched, and something else." Help by asking:
"What did J. touch; what did G. touch?" Etc.

L. Venal of Story Content

1. Now ifoLUI.U5, Ttll a story and havt the children repeat
the events in the ordir of their occurrence. -This can be
done with any story. The teacher can help the children
by asking "What happened after that?" and "What comes next?"

2. Official Answerer Select one child to sit up front with
the te4thAr ?kilo a gtory Le being read to the group: "Angie
is going to listen to this story very carefully. She will
listen for the names of the people in the story. She will
member what happens in the sto rY. Then when the story is

over, you can ask her some -quelJtions. If she caret remember,

she uight call on someone else to snswer. So everyone lister
very well."
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F. Action Games

1, Fruit Basket Upset Children sit in a circle, Caller

stands in the center. The children count off by names

of four.common fruits, such as apple, orange, banana,

pear. The caller names too fruits. The children with

that designation change places. During the change the

caller tries to get in the circle on a chair. The child

left without a chair becomes the caller. When the caller

says "Fruit basket upset," all the children in the circle

exchange places,

There are many variations of this gpme which would permit
it to fit into other areas of work. Examples:

Childten asslood numbers, repeating 1 through 4. Upset
word - "Arithmetic."

Children assigned names of four baruyard animsls. Upset
word - "Barnyard:"

Children assigned names of four jungle animals. Upset
word - "Jungle."

Children assigned VMM28 of four colors. Upset word -

1Rainbow."
Children assigned names of geometric shapes. Upset

word - "Geometry."

2, Th3 Giant's Garden Tell a story about a giant who needs
children to help him weed his garden. Every child who
walks past his house mast repeat what the giant says to
him or he has to help the giant. If the child can say it
correctly, be can go on Play this game with the children
in a line. As they paes the giant (the teacher), he says
three or four (however many that child has a good chance of
completing) nonsense syllables such as go-de-dum or fe-ti-
rap and the child must say them back correctly. If he ,-..

cannot, he goes to a part of the roam desIgnated as the
garden to hoe weeds.
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Chapter LK

VISUAL MOTOR SEQUENTIAL

A. Reproduction of Patterns Presented Visually

B. Memory Games with Visual Clues
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A. Reproduction of Patterns Presented Visually

1. Can You Make a Necklace Like Mir? Woorien bead stringing

(preferably large one inch beads) according to a specified

pattern. Color and bead shape (cylinder, spherev square)

make possible very intricate patterns. (2 red spheres,

1 blue cylinder, etc.)

2. &per Chains Begin with a simple alternation (blue and

white) and build up to more complicated patterns. For

young children use precut strips of paper ae: the cutting

will dominate the activity instead of pattern reproduction.

Transparent tape will give a sturdier end product than will

paste.

3. Necklaces from Drinking Straws This is an art project

which trains visual memory and also creates an end product

in which the children delight. Materials needed: Drinking

straws (colored or striped ones are best) are cut into

ow inch lengths. Colored paper is cut into one inch

squares. Use blunt plastic'needles and crochet ihreaa
for stringing.. Only two colors should be introduced. A

beginning necklace might consist of red and white striped

straws and red and white one inch squares. The teacher

sets the pattern. Example: a segment of straw, a red

square, a segment of straw, a white square; repeat.

/f blue and white straws are added and blue squares, a

more complicated pattern emerges: red striped straw,

red square, blue striped straw, blue square, Repeat.

These chains may be used for room decorations (red and

green for Christmas, red and white for Valentine's Day,

etc.) or tied off in individual necklaces which the

children take home.

4. Calendar Recall Number squares az.---e cut from an old cal-

endar. An assortment for each child is kept in a separate

eymelope. The teacher arranges numbers in a random order

and allows the children to look at them. The numbers are

then covered and the children try to arrange their numbers

in the same order. A child does not need to be able to

read the numbers to 022 this mt. The teacher would

begin using only two or three numbers and, hopefully,

increase the number of digits.

5. Poker Chip Patterns Poker chips are useful in pattern

reproduction because there is no element of reversibility.

In early'exerctses allow the children to look at the
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pattern and duplicate it. Later, allow the children to

look at the pattern4 then, cover the pattern with a

sheet of cardboard and Ilion the children reproduce the

pattern. The children may take turns making patterns for

each other to copy. When the children have completed the

pattern, a variation may be introduced: "I am coming around

the table and when I come to you, close your eyes. When

your eyes are closed, I may take one of your chips, add one,

or do nothing at all. You then lcok and tell me what I

did." (The child then re-makes his pattern to tbe original

design.)

6. Other Materials for Patterns

a) Desien_Cube,s in Wooden Box. (Creative Playthings, Inc.

Princeton, New Jersey, 08540.) Endless colorful

patterns emerge as these blocks are combined, either

following suggested "layout" or creating one's awn

design. Cubes have four one-color surfaces, two two-

color surfaces. Wooden cubes. 1 1/6".
T746 (5 lbs.) $4.95

b) ,Ilexagonal Design Tiles. (Creative Playthings, Inc.

Princeton, New Jersey, 08540.) Using a few or all

the tiles, arranging them one way or another, no

matter haw they're combined, children will ntke won»

derful and colorful patterns. 100 plastic tiles in

transparent tube container.
R071 (1 lb.) $2.50

c) Rubber Psetta. (r.lreative Playthings, Int.

Princeton, New Jersey 08540.) Avery popular media

with the children. The large, rubber triangles are

easy to handle and the circle inset "(removable) per-

nits grealer variation in design.

7. Miniature Scenet (An assortment of miniatures is avail-

able from Creative Playthings, Inc. Princeton, New Jerms

08640.) At first very simple scenes may be copied by the

children: an animal between two trees, for example. Later,

arrange a scene, as on a farm. (A. barn, fences, farm ani-

mals, people.) Start slaply with a few items, adding new

items as the children become more competent. %ere is a

farm sceni.. Look at it carefully to see where everything

is. Is the calf near the mother cow or is it near the
barn? When you shut your eytg, I'm going to change every-
thing around, and then you will put things back the way they

are now. Are you ready? All right, close your eyes...
Now open them. Can you put things back the way they were?"
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8. Flaeh A three-color flashlight is used to create a

color pattern (red, red, white, green, etc.). The

child reproduces this pattern.

Three-Color riabhlight. (Creative Playthings, Inc.

Princeton, New Jersey, 18540.) A flick of its switch,

and this extra special flashlight signals red or green.

Another flick, and it flashes its regular white light,

penetrating up to 350'. Uses two regular flashlight

batteries (not included).
Q476 (8 oz.) $1.00

9. Memory Arithmetic Game (Milton Bradley, Springfield,

Mass., 01101.) No.7005 Each $1.00

This game follows the pattern of cost parlor games of

memory or concentration. It is not necessary to be able .

to read the numbers in order to play. The abstract dot

patterns for the numbers and the illustrations are particu-

larly useful. For pre-schoolers one would not use the

entire set to begin with. (Probably 1-5 would suffice.)

10. arasasa The plastic peg board and pegs described

below are very useful in setting up patterns which the

children can reproduce. Ideally each child at the teble

would have his own peg board. The teacher illustrates a

pattern (an outline of a square done in red pegs, for

example) and the children reproduce this pattern on their

own boards.

Plastic Peg Board and 100.144E:Aft Peat. (Milton Bradley,

Springfield, Mass., 01101.) Features sturdy 2-piece

white plastic peg board. 6" x 6" cover with 100 peg

holes fits over fluted tray for peg storage.

No. 7615 $2.50

11. The House That Jack Built (Arrco Playing Cards, Chicago,

Illinois, 29c.) This game contain four set: zd ten cards
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which illustrate the nnrsery rhyme "This Is the House

That Jack Built." At first the cards would have to be

arranged by the four children as the teacher reads the

poem. Later, they could arrange the cards thenselves

or follow an old indid format to see who could complete

his series first.

12. Tooth Pick Pictures Tooth picks can be used to create

interesting patterns for children to reproduce. Colored

toothpicks may also be used. Samples:

M.
1 1

T vvi

v
tii=1\

Popsickle sticks (purchased in large quantities) may be

used for a similar exercise. The sticks are larger than

the toothpicks and require less c3ordination for using

then.

13. adaketilmarz The letter dice from a game like Scrib.

bage can be used to form a random pattern. Children need

not be able to identify the letters to play the game.

One child thraws the letter dice (3 or 4 at first). This

random throw is examined by the second child. He is nmw

given the dice and asked to reproduce this throw by ar-

ranging the dice as they were. The number of letter dice

may be gradually increased.

A similar exercise which children enjoy is to arrange

each child's name in front of him with letter cut-outs,

preferably pasted on a cardboard rectangle.
"Look at the

letters. They spell your name. Now I'm going to give you

dore letters. You try to spelt your name by putting them

the way these are." At first, allow the children to copy

from the sample frame. Later, encourage them to arrange

the letters without a copy before them. (Cardboard lettel

cutouts available frmn art supply catalogs end school

catalogs.)

14. Geometric Dapes to Pattern Prepar2 a large assortment

of geometric shapes from colored posterboard. These are

an inexpensive set to use for creating patterns (a

green triangle, a red circle, a green triangle, a red
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circle, repeat, etc.). It is interesting to note that it
is almost impossible to prevent the children from going
on to assemble these shapes into meaningful pictures: a
clown, a house, a wagon, etc. It is important to allow
the children some time for free play with almost all of
the pattern-making materials.

15. Building Rods A variety of block sets may be used for

fhese exercises. The Cuisenaire Rods are useful because
of their size and color variables. (Cuisenaire Company

of America, Inc., 235 East 50th Street, New uek 22, N.Y.)
The rods may be used to create visual patterns of all sorts.
Of course, there is the typical Cuisenaire staircase, but
bridges, trains, cubes, fences may be used as patterns

for the children to copy. There are almost endless vari-

ations in rod "plio" "Look at fhe order of these rods.
See haw they go from a short step to a tall one. Wow I'm
going to mdx them up and have you build the steps the same
way they were." Or, arrange three or four blocks in a

design. "Look at the way this building is made. The long-

est block is on the bottom and the two short ones are on
top." (Take the blocks apart.) "Now, you build the same

thing." Later, reverse the design, placing the short
blocks on the bottom and the long block on the top, etc.

16. mesitaner Prints This is a pattern project which pro-
duces a take-houe art product. The prints may be used for
cards or announcements which the childremtake home or as
pictures. Materials needed: pipe cleaners, poster paint,
a somewhat absorbent paper. The end of the pipe cleaner

may be used to make a. dot or it may be benttin a number of
ways (leaving a straight and for a handle) to create basic
shapes from which to make patterns. See sample patterns:

a .1

1
aminb

0111111END
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17. Find the Hissing s_tgp_ Cans, dowels, or blocks are lined

up to form a staircase. Tell the children to look at the

staircase and.then close.their%e*es. Remove .one item'and

Rlose,the gap. Have the children open their eyes. Can

the child find where the extra item originally was? Can

he make a space for it and insert it into its proper place?

180 Flannel Board Patterns Geometric shapes, letters, num-

erals, animal shapes, etc. may be presented on the flannel

board in a series which the children are asked to repro-

duce.. A simple story line may be added to heighten inter-

est in the exercise. "These are the animals I saw in the

forest: a white rabbit, a blue bird, a yellow butterfly,

and another white rabbit." Or, "Here is a clothes line.

I am hanging out my wash. Here is a pair of socks, a

shirt, a pair of blue jeans." (Remove items from the

flannel board.) Now, can you hang these clothes back

on the line just like they were before?"

B. Memory Games with V isual Clues

1. A Color Game This same would be initiated with

three very different shades of a color. Spread the

shades of each color to be used (one for each child in

a small group) in front of the child. 11We are going

to play a remembering game, Pick out a color bar from

ychir pile. Study it very, carefully and then put it down.

Go across the room to that table where you will find

another pile of the same colors. Find the shade that

you looked at over here and bring it back. Put the two

together. If they match, look at another shade very

carefully and then io find that one. When you have

matched all the shades, arrange them from the dark

color to the light color." (Of course, all these direc-

tions would not be given at one time.)

2. Let's Take a TELE Use actual materialc. "I'm going

to pack my suitcase because I'm going on a trip. I%

going to take socks, a pair of shoes, a hat,"

Allow the children to see what you put into the suitcase

and to hear you name the items. Close the suitcase and

ask the children in turn If they remember what you packed.

Begin with only two or three items. Then begin to add

items. "I forgot my toothbrush. Now I have socks, a

pair of shoes, a hat and a toothbrush." Again, ask the

children what you packed. Attempt to lengthen the list

on subsequent days.

3. Variation on a Lotto Game Pass out the master cards

from a lotto game. "Study the pictures on your card

very carefully because you will have to remeeber what
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is on there without looking. Try to Look for things

that will help you remember. Do you have all fruits?

All animals? Re:414y? Turn your card over now so that you

can't see the pictures. When I hold up each small card,

tell me if it belongs to your big card. Who has a red

wagon?" Etc. (Children may need to turn over their cards

from time to time for verification.)

4. Touch Explain this game to the children. "I am going

to point to a child. That child will jump up, go across

the room and touch something - maybe the piano, uaybe the

table, a book, or anything in this room. Then he sits

down and / will point to another child. That child will

go touch the same thing the first child touched...,aud

then touch one more thing before sitting down. The third

child will have to remember both things that were touched

before and touch them and then think of something to

touch for himself before sitting down. Now watch closely.

Are you ready?" (The teacher points to the 1st child,

repeating directions as necessary until children can re-

member.)

A more complicated form of this game can be played by

including touching the children, who set the touch pattern.

As follows: Mary touches the table. John touches Mary,

and then touches the table and then the pencil sharpener.

Jane touches Mhry and then the table and then John and

then the rencil sharpener and then the floor. Harry

touches Mhry and then the table and then John and then the

pencil sharpener and then Jane and then the floor and then

Adchair, etc. (This game sounds more difficult than it

actually is.)

5. Body Touch Parts of the body are touched in a lengthening

sequence. Head, knee, foot, ear, etd. (rhere are a number

of children's songs which can be used for this type of

activity and would introduce au auditory-vocal situation.)

Children may perform this activity by standing in a line

and having each child add a new body part to touch or by

having the teacher act as a leader. After the teacher

has performed the entire sequence (4 or 5 touches to begin

with) the children would perform the complete sequence.

6. Pencil Drill Unsharpened pencils or rAythm sticks can

be used to perform a visual drill. The leader sakes a

pattern with her sticks and the children follow with

theirs. At first the children will be able to do only

one pattern at a time. Later they may be able to do

several in sequence.
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Sample patterns:

ii X sLrj A
Thi4 is a good activity to incorporate into music time.

7. Do As I Do The game is played much like the traditional
game of Follow the Leader, except that all novements must
be repeated each time a new movement is introduced. The

original order must be kept.
a. Raise your hand.
b. Raise your hand and tap your head.

c. Raise your hand and tap your head and clap

.. your hands,
d. Raise your hand and tap your head and clap

your hands and jump.

This game nay be played with no verbal commands. The
children observe the teacher or leader or do as she does

without being told.

S. People Patterns Place two children in a pattern: one
behind the other, one to the left of the other, etc.
Have the other children study the position. Tell them

you are going to change the two around and they must

remember where they were when they first saw them. The

children then close thetr eyes. Change the position of

the two children and have the others open their eyes.
Choose a child to rearrange the children as they were

before. Gradually the number of children used in the
pattern may be increased. A variation may be used:
Arrange five children in a line. One child leaves the

roan after studying the line. Switch the children
around or remove a child from the line or add a child to

the line. Tbe "guesser" is asked to come back into the

room and tell how the line has changed. He then rearranges

the original line.

9. What Is Hissing? There are many variations which may be

deed in this memory game.

a) A ndscellaneous collection is presented to the

children for their examiution (a kiy, a comb,
a pencil, a crayon, etc.). After the children have

time to observe the collection, one item is removed
when the children have closed their eyes. At their

second observation, the children are asked to iden-

tify the missing object. An object might be added,

and the children asked to tell how the collection
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hail changed now. From time to time the items in the

collection would be changed.

b) Several colored blocks or beads are placed ort the

table. The children pretend they are pieces of

candy. The children then close their eyes. The

teacher taps one child who opens his eyes and "eats"

a piece of candy (holds it In his fist ). Then all

the children are told to open their eyes and tell

which piece of candy has been eaten (the red one,

the green one, etc.). For added fun, the children

then guess which child"ate" the piece of candy..

c) The children are seated In a circle and close their

eyes. The teacher taps two or three children and

they areito leave the room. The others then open

their eyes and name the missing children, if they
can. They should also tell where they were sitting -1

in the circle. The children who left are called

back in and take their original places in the circle.

d) Empty grocery containers are arranged in a line on

the table (A story line explains that this is
what we are going to buy at the store.) The child-

ren than close their eyes while an item is removed.

When they open their eyes, they are to identigy the

missing item, Asain: more than one Item toy be re-

moved or an item may be added to the assortment.

e) Doll furniture is arranged in a room. (A shoe box

can serve as a "room.") One child leaves the room

and one or tvo pieces of furniture are reerranged.
When the child returns, he is to Identify the changes
and rearrange the furniture; Again, items of fan,
Iture may be added or removed from those in the roam

to change the response.
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1. Shape Puzzles There are many puzzles now available where eftch

puzzle piece represents a complete shape. These would qualify

as a closure exercise. A representative sample of this material

is included below.

a) EillatElt (ahildcraft Equipment Co., Inc. P.O. Box 280,

Madison Square Station, New York, Ntw York, 10010. $3.00.)

Forty-eight pieces in twelve different shapes fit into 16

colorful rubber discs, 3 3/4" in diameter.

b) Puzzle Blocks. (Childcraft Equipment Co., Inc. P.O. Box 280,

Madison Square Station, New York, Ntw York, 10010. $2.00)
Building blocks with three dimensional inserts in familiar

shapes (truick, horse, cat, girl) that can be fitted into the

blocks or can stand alone.

C) Push-Out Play Cards. (H-G Toys, Harett-Gilmar, Inc. Far Rock-

away, New York. $1.00.) Set contains heavy cardboard squares

with a push-out animal (cow, dog, lamb, etc.) and the push-out

letters which spell its name. The child does not need to know

the names of letters or the words in order to do this puzzle.

The letters are about an indh high and can be put .in the

proper place by outline shape alone.

d) Animal Fun. (Milton Bradley, Springfield, Massadhusetts 01101)

This set contains 8 die-cut zoo animals which fit into cards

which show an appropriate jungle scene. The cut-out letters

are provided and the children may spell out the name of each

animal.
No.4516 $1.00

e) Lift-out Object Puzzles. A dog7 a chicken, a tree, a shoe,

a boat, etc. They are all made nf 5/16" plywood. A brass

knob on each facilitatas removing pieces from their wooden

background plaque. Once removed, they can be limed up in

the grooved board. Plaque is 8" x 11". (Creative Playthings

Inc., Princeton, New Jersey, 18540.)
No. T747 $2.50

4
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g)

Shape Sorting Box. There are five differently shaped

holes in the top of this box. There are five brightly
painted, differently shaped moden blocks (and three of
each of these) to be dropped into the box through the
holes. Each bole ..ccepts only 4ta Pnrvaapanflin ahApa.

It is great fun to sort and fit and finally succeed.
Solidly built of Ag" birch; clear lacquer finieh; orange
top hinged for ready access. Lock-corner construction

insures long life. 7" x 7" x 7". (Creative Playthings.

Int., Princeton, New Jersey, 18540)
Q949 (3 lbs.) $4.50

Lift-out Transportation Puzzle. This varied assort-
ment of cars, trucks, etc. is made of 5/16" plywood
and equipped with knobs for removing and re-fitting
each piece. Plaque is 12" x 8k". (Creative Playthings

Inc., Princeton, New Jersey, 18540.)
T736 (1 lb., 8 oz.) $2.50

h) Rubber Stand-up Puzzles. Each piece in these puzzles

is a complete unit in itself. Each piece will stand
by .itself and may be used as an individual play figure,
apart fram the puzzle. Properly replaced in its wooden
frame, it stands out in slight relief, adding tactile
interest. Frames are wood; 43/4" x ilk" die-cut figures

are rubber. (Creative Playthings, Inc., Princeton,
New Jersey, 18540.)
Transportation T501 (1 lt.) $1.95
Animals T503 (1 lb.) $1.95
Family T504 (1 lb.) $1.95
Set of 3 Puzzles Q746 (3 lbs.) $5.50

i) Grac_125.1Cisc1.72.9."Sm.".saresTrieles. A form board for
learning to distinguish shapes and relative sizes.
Forms are made of rubber, in colors, and fit into corre
sponding indentations in sturdy wooden slide-cover box.
Placing shapes where they belong is an exercise in dis-
crimination, as well as orderliness. (Creative Play-

things, Inc., Princeton, New Jersey, 18540.)
N100 (3 lbs.) $3.50

2. kgEtrisshaet Puzzles If volunteer workers and a woodworking
shop are available, the follawtng set of geometric shape puzzles
would provide a series of gradually increasing difficulty.

The first puzzle consists of a single geometric shape which
varies in size In a descending order.

The second puzzle presents the geometric shape mixed in size
It mdght be helpful to use a different color for each size.
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The third set would present geametric shapes mixed in size
and color and presented in an overlapping format.

Finally clifferent geometric shapes would be combined in

the s ;,zle.

3. Damino Puzz: ... Each domino-sized card pictures a body of one
animal at one end, the head of another at the other. Children
select matching cards, building in domino fashion. Each card
also has two alphabet letters, in sequence. Matching cards
continue the correct sequence of letters, a self-correcting
device. Lots of fun alone or with others, and excellent pattern
learning and reading readiness material. (Creative Playthings,

Inc., Princeton, New Jersey, 18540.)
R017 (5 oz.) $1.95

After the puzzle has been completed, there are many vocal ac-
tivities which may follow: Children imitate the various animal
sounds; children name the animals formed; children tell where
the animals live and what they udght eat; etc.

4. Mix 'n Match These cards picture various circus animals and
characters (clown, barker, seal, lion, etc.). Each card is
divided into thirds; the head is on one card, the upper body is
on the second card, and the feet are on the third card. Chil-
dren find the proper match, either alone or as c small group game.
(Arrco Playing Cards, Chicago, Illinois, 290.)

5. Go-Toetl Playing card size (2 318" x 341").
Each of these 24 cards pictures an animal in bright colors, its
name boldly printed. Each card is cut in half; the game is to
match the top of eact animal with its correct bottom half.
Excellent for use alone as well as in small group play. (Crea-
tive Playthings, Inc., Princeton, New Jersey, 18540.)

A308 (6 oz.) $1.00

Mame-made variations on this game provide opportunities for
further drill. For example: partial pictures of common animals
are pasted on cardboard (pig, fish, dog, sheep, etc.). The
teacher begins in an informal maaner: "Boys and girls, this
morning we are going to play a 'Name the Animal' game. Yuu
know the names of many animals, don't you? If I showed you s
picture of a cow, you would say right away, 'That is a cow.'
Now, suppose I show you a picture of part of a caw. Do you
think you would still knou it was a cow? Would
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you like to try? I will give each of you a picture of part of
an animal. When you can say the same of SOUT animal, raise your
hand."

Pictures of "jumbled" animals may be prepared from magazine picturt
may be sketched on the blackboard, or may beAraan and mimeographet
(rihe head of an elephant and the body of a zebra, the head of a
rabbit, and the body of a dog, a cat with a fish's tail, etc.) Thc
teacher says, "Here is a funny looking animal. He has a head of
one animal and the body of another animal:. Who can tell me the
animahthat made up this one? Which animal has a head like this?"
Etc.

7. Animal Talk (AMattel toy available at toy counters anywhere.)
The puzzle pieces for the twelve animals used in this game make a
useful closure exorcise. Each animal is divided into fourths and
printed on four cardboard squares. When the four squares are
correctly assembledsa 'complete animal emerges. The game would not
be used according to the manufacturer's directions.

8. Etch-a-Sketch (Available from Sears and Penney's as gall as most
department stores.) Young children cannot create realistic picture
but can create interesting abstractions ' which pictures "can be
seen." A good closure exercise as well led practice in motor
coordination and left and right identif. )n. Just turn the
knob to create any picture or design you t. Erases in a second
when turned upside down. Durable plastit onstructian, with plasti
case. 9 x 7 3/4 inches.

$2.69

9. ItylariCiL...ds These cards are availhble on cardboard or on u.:essed
board from Creative Playthings, Inc. as well as from dime Stores
and toy catalogs. This activity may be used as an introduction
to dot-to-dot-drawing which is a closure activity on a more re-
fined level.

10. Dot-t'o-Dot Materials Simple dot-to-dot materials may be prepared
by the teacher to present any material currently being studie0
(fruits, geometric shapes, vehicles, animals, etc.). The drawings
should be simple in outline and large in format so that coloring
them is not an impossible or tedious task for the children. Most
of the commercially available dot-to-dot material is too difficult
for pre-school children.

11. Elmer Pointin& These constantly changing pictures are an art
activity whith encourages the development of visual closure. (
(Liquid starch and powder poster paint is an effective arid inn:*
pensive method of finger painting. The commercially prepared fin-ger.paints are rather expensive.) Regular finger paint paper or
Cossy shelf paper may be used.
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12. En.Dropper Paintings The finished product of this art activit:

provides a visual closure experiment. Materials needed: five

eye droppers, poster paint in small jars (2 to S oalarc depend-

ing upon control of children), absorbent paper. The paper is

folded in half and opened flat. The children drop paint in

a random pattern on the right-hand half of the paper only.

Care should be taken to get some paint near the fold line.

After se,eral colors and a generous amount of paint have been

used, the left-hand half of the paper is folded over and the

top surface gently rubbed flat. When the picture is re-opened,

the wet right-hand side will have printed on the dry left-hand

side. The results are interesting; most frequently produced

picture is a giant butterfly, but others emerge.

13. String Paintings The finished product of this art activity

provides a visual closure test. Materials needed: pieces of

string, poster paint in small jars, newsprint. The paper is

folded in half and opened flat. The children drop the pieces

of string into the jars of paint, keeping a clean tag end for

removing the string. After the strings have absorbed paint,

they are pulled from the jar and placed in a random pattern

on the right-hand side of the paper. The left-hand half of

the paper is folded aver and a pile of books is placed on top

Now the tag ends of the string are pulled out. When the pic-

ture is re-opened, the wet right-hand side will have printed

on the dry left-hand side. The colored strings will have

spread the paint and will have tangled with each other to

produce rather complicated and well shaped pictures. Flying

birds are a common result, but many other forms emerge.

14. :ozell_ler.cturesPut-11 The children are given the component

parts to make a person or animal. For pre-schoolers these

pieces must usually be pre-cut. Without seeing a completed

picture, the children assemble the parts in the correct fashio

The pieces may be pasted on a paper or put together with brads

Exercises might involve assembling a man: head, body, arms,

legs; a house: roof, sides, windows, chimney, door; the parts

of a plant, a rabbit, etc. Ask che child, "Can you teil me

what this is now...before you put it together? What would thi

be?" (pointing to a piece) "Put it together and see if you a

right."

15. Geometric Pictures Children are given an assortment of pre-

cut geometric shapes in a variety of sizes and colors. They

are asked to make pictures from these (a person, a house, a

flower, etc.). Crayons may be used to provide detail if the

child wishes. Interesting variations are possible: shapes

cut from black add white paper are pasted on colored paper,

producing an abstract or silhouette effect; shapes cut from
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colored paper are pasted on black paper for a rather dramatic

background. This exercise may also be performed at the felt

board with geometric felts or on a pounding board with geometric

wooden pieces and a hammer and nails (commercially available

anywhere at toy counters).

16. Shadow Pictures A zoom-lite maybe used to cast shadow pic-

tures on a mallpor the shadows may be cast by using a lamp

and one's hand or simple objects for shadow identification.

The zoom-lite is a flashlight with picture discs which may be

inserted under the lens and focused for in-room distances. Five

picture discs and five blank discs for original drawings are

included. The zoom-lite requires 2 regular flashlight batteries.

7" long. (Creative Playthings, Inc., Princeton, New Jersey,

18540.) , Q829 (14 oz.) $1.50

A follow-up exercise could be made by collecting pictures of

simple objects such as a ball, a tree, a cube, etc. and making

shadows to fit these. "See if you can put the right thing with

its shadow."

17. Shadow Lotto (Childcraft Equipnent Co., Inc. P.O.Box 280,

Madison Square Station, Nemr York, New York, 10010. $1.00.)

This gene presents all pictures in bladk silhouette which en-

hances the closure aspect of the game. Played in typical lotto

fashion.

18. GiEgerbread Man (Available at most toy counters.) This game

contains a plastic gingerbread man which is assembled in six

pieces: head, body, four appendages. A spinner accompanies the

gane and child.en must spin for the proper piece. The game may

be played alone without the spinner or two children may play wit

the spinner to see which child can complete his man first by

obtaining the requisite parts. (Came contains enough pieces for

creating too gingerbread men.)

19. Commercial Games Simple, non-reading games are available which

involve the completion of a ptcture to finish the game.

Goat. Goat is a beginner's card game. The playing cards are

sections of large,colorful animal illustrations. Elayers trade

cards fram their hande and pair them up to complete the pictures.

The unlucky playqr who Eats stuck with the geat card loses the

game. (Milton Bradley Co., Springfield, Mass. 01101.)

No. 7009 $1.50
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Raggedy Ann (Milton Bradley Co., Springfield, Mass. 01101.)

Players complete Raggedy Ann's picture, using cards obtained

by matching pictures on spinner with those on playing board.

No. 4809 $1.00

20. Finishing_ Patterns Suitable materials: rubber or wooden par-

quetry, fractional pies, plastic pegs and peg boards, felt

board pieces, building blocks. The teacher presents an incom-

piete form and the children are asked what piece or pieces are

needed to finish the pattern. After the children have verbal-

ized fheir decision, they choose the necessary piece or pieces

to check their answer and to determine whether or not they have

actually "closed" the pattern. A color pattern may be super-

imposed upon the geometric pattern to increase the difficulty

of the exercise.

\VZ\

Building blocks may be used to present partial circles, squares

or rectangles. Extra bloets should be available for the chil-

dren. "Look at this shape. It isn't quite finished. What doe

it remind you of? Can you finish it?"

21. Incomplete Pictures Mimeographed sheets or blackboard drawings

may be used to present a variety of incomplete pictures. "Here

is a row of heads. Something is missing fram each one. Some

have no nose, some have no ears, some have no eyes. What is

missing on this one? Yes, drag a mouth on it." Etc.

"Twin" pictures may be made of many subjects. The children

examine the complete "twin" and then look at the incomplete

"twin" to determine what in missing. On simple pictures the

missing items may be drawn in; on complicated drawings the

response is only verbal. Later, the "twin" idea may be elim-

inated and the children ay? presented with the incomplete

picture only--a dng minus his ears, a house without a door, ete

The children supply the missing elements.

Mimeographed sheets or blackboard drawings which show the in-

complete picture and also show the element necessary for its

completion may be used for matehing exvecises: a bucket withou

a handle, half a pair of scissors, a car with a missing wheel,
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a baby bottle without a nipple, etc. On the other ha;f of

the sheet are found the missing elements: a handle, half a pai

of scissors, a nipple, a wheel, etc. The children draw a

line from the car to its wheel, etc.

22. Draw a Picture from a Basic Form A basic form is drawn on

the blackboard and additions are made to that form until a pic

ture emerges (a. fish from an oval). The children observe the

drawing and are asked to identify the picture as soon as they

can. Later they are given the same basic shape and asked zo

draw a similar picture. See samples on the following page.

(Others: balloons from circles, a house from a square, etc.)

Later, a more demanding exercies is to preseat the.children

with a page showing a shape of varying sizes in different rw

positions on the paper. For example: a number of circles are

drawn on a large sheet of paper; a amall circle on top of a

large one, a large circle with two small circles inside of it

three small circles in a row,etc. The children are asked to

see what things they can make out of these circles with their

crayons. (A snowman, buttons, a face, a flower, an apple, etc

The same format may be used with ovals, triangles, squares, an

rectangles.

23. The Frostig Program of Visual Perception Al number of the

practice sheets in CAB set may be used for closure drill.

See Teacher's Manual for teaching suggestiona.

24. haleatames.andlelellegemes A kaleidoscope with an empty

head can be purchased at most dine stores. An assortment of

small objects ia shown to the children: a paper clip, a button

a rubberbimmd, a bit of colored paper, a snap, etc. After the

children have examined and identified the objects, they are

removed from sigt.t. The teacher places one of these objects

in the empty kaleidesnope hesd and the children try to gueew

what Object they are seeing through the kaleidescope. The re .

sults are quite amazing and not so simple to identify as one

would suppose. When the children are able to identify one

object correctly, two or three may be added. Three objects

produces a rather complicated abstraction when seen through

the prism of a kaleidescope. The Teleidescope (available

from Creative Playthings) produces the same results byt

without the factor of control. With a teleidescope the child

may focus on any object in the roam and see it in arprismatic

effect. Again, the patterns are striking and the identificati,

is not simple--even when the child knows what he is looking at.
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25. Scribble Pictures and Hidden Pictures The teacher aan create
scribble pictures which can be uimeographed for the children t
to mArk, Tf tha ArmEeng La lArge en^ugh, the i.h4lAran may
color in the object they have identified. See sample page
which follows: "Hidden Butterflies". A more abstract scribble
can be made by having the teacher (later the child) scribble
an openmtype of line pattern with a black dri-mark or with-a
heavy black crayon line. The child then colors in the segos
uents. A "stained glass" results; but with some aare on the
part of the scribbling teacherqbasic shapes or literal picture
can also emerge. The child can be told what,to look for in
his sctibble. ("Find three hidden balloons in this scribble
and color them red." "Find a banana in this scribble and colc
it yellow."2

Similar pictures uay be made by asking the children to color
each space wtich has a dot in it. Examples: a bird emerges
among the !caves when each space with a dot in it is colored
blue and each space without a dot is colored green; a turtle
emerges among the stones when each space without a dot is
colored brawn.

Superimposed figures may be used in this fashion. For ex-
ample, geometric shapes may be superimposed - overlapping
circle, square, and triangle. The child is asked to fincka
specific shape and outline it or color it with his crayon.
Pictures of superimposed objects =ay also be used. Again, the
children may trace the objects requested and later color these
objects solidly. (5imilar exercises are available in the
Frostig Program.)

26. .Parattelate Faces Each child is given a paperplate to represi
a face and cut-out features for this face. The children are
required to paste the features appropriately on the face. Po]
young children, the mouth or an eye mdght be pre-pasted to
help orient the child.

27. oratusaleckheftumitim The teacher begins a drawing on
the board and each child adds a detail to help complete the
picture. Ve are going to draw a person on the board today.
I'll make the head. Then it's Dick's turn to put on somethin4
that a person must have." Etc. Houses are another subject
popular for composite drawings.

28. What is It? Magazine pictures of relatively simple dbjects
are cut up and pasted in a random falhion on shirt cardbosrdi
(a telephone, an automobile, an airplane, a boy on a bike),.
The child looks at the pieces and is asked to identify the
picture. He does not have the opportunity to arrange.the
Oieces since they are pasted down in their "broken" faslition.
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29. Half and.Halc, Simple cut-outs are prepared by the teacher.

The child is aSked to identify the object before it is un-

folded, "I am going to cut a shape out of this paper. You

witch and ses'if you can guess what shape it wiii be.

You can't see all of it yet, but what do you think it will

be?" Then open the fold so the childTen may confirm their

answers. Give the shape to the child vto guessed correctly

first. Help all chilften so that each child will hsve some

shapes.
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